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STUVEN7S' . COLLEGE GOVERNMENT. 
THE Attorney General of Illinois has recently decided, upon applicatio.n of the Trustees of the State University, that the 
students' government in the University iS ' legal and in every 
. sense properly authorized. There had been more or less debate 
upo~ this question ,during the last year, and some dissatisfied ones 
undertook to overthrow the organization, or at least to resist its 
convictions and punishments. The effect haS been to more and 
more 'establish the government by. clearly defining its powers and 
duties. Now with the favorable opinion of the atto.rney general, 
after a careful review of the case, it is appare::tly a permanent 
institution in the ' University. 
There have been some mistakes and at times a little undesira~ 
'ble personal st.rife, but on the whole the student's government 
of themselves by themselves has worked well and accomplished 
good in many ways. The organization includes a president, a 
-senate, and· a court. The-latter lfas its chief and associate justices, 
m'arsh,!lll, prosecuting attorney, ,etc. The laws are printed and 
witnesses are obliged to appear when .summoned. Fines are im-
posed for proved violation of the laws, ordinarily ranging from 
fifty cent~ to five do~lars; but the amounts are as definitely stated 
in the printed penalties as possible, . ,to avoid the charge of per-' 
sonal favoritism or enmity. The court however has no means of 
c~necting thes'! fines if payment is refused. In this case the .ev- . 
idence, always preserved in writing, and the action taken by the 
cO\1rt, is submifted ' to the Faculty, who proceed as in their judg-
ment the case requires. Pun'ishment no.w is not administered 
. because the fine ,is not paid· as has been stated, but because' of the 
',misdeme,;lnor:co~mitte_(l. . 
• l 
The officers of the government are . .ttlwa:ys among the b.est .stu-
dents, and those with the requisite ability for proper discharge 
of the duty assigned them. It may thus b.e readily seen that the 
students' government has the opportunity of preserving order.in 
many ways not usually within the power of a faculty, besides 
giving to the students themselves a sense of respons'ibility and 
valuable experience and practice. ' 
A college president has recently pronounced against the idea, 
upon the ground that, students do not attend school to govern, 
but to obey. He did. not stop to consider that the power ,of the 
Faculty is jn no sense diminished or their responsibilitY ·lightened 
by thus .permitting students to obey laws. of their own as well as 
those directly administered by the college authorities.. -Neitn.er 
did he seem to understand that the ~tudents in the manne\,,' in-
dicated are actually governed better when they. govern themselves· 
under proper advice and direction than can be done in any other 
way. He may be assured there is none the 'less obeying"on ac-
count of the existence of the student~' authorized government. 
CITY O~ COUNTR Y7 
WASHINGTON GLADDEN has been investigati'1g. He has , addressed letters to one hundred o( the le~diD'g men of 
Springfield, Mass., asking the following questions: I. Was, your 
home during the first fifteen years of your life in a city or village, .. 
or on a farm? 2. Were you accustomed during any par.t of that , 
period to engage tn work?" He received an~wers from eighty-
eight of them. Of these, eighty-three were reared either o.n a 
farm or in a small village and had to work a consi(ierabie portion 
of their time during boyhood, and only five were brought up in 
the idleness of a great city. From this Mr. Gladden makes very 
sweepmg inductions. According to his corldusions the outlook 
, , . 
is rather blue for the city boys o.f ' the pl'esent day and quite 
roseate for yo.uth who happen to. be "raised" in the country. 
But what ,do. Mr. Gladden's figures prove? Just pot.hing . . As 
the boys he has b:!en investigating were gt:owing the cities were - " '. , 
growing; the ~oys in many cases had to come to the City to 
make it a city, and in many o~ner instances the city grew and 
' reached out into the country, and took in the boys. It is true ,-
that the leading minds in every lin.e of business in the ci~y are 
from the cQuntry. But why? At the times those minds were 
forming, the country was nearly all- country. The cities hadn't , 
grown to be cities. Much of thjs generalization ab~ut the su-
perior advantages of. no advantages is maudlin bosh. We · are 
sick of self-made men. True they nave'become rich, most of: 
them i~ spite of al,l their own efforts to tne contrary; but rather. tlia~ 
be the hunks of tiresome, illiterate, and nauseating egotism that 
most of them are, we would subsist on a crust a day and beg tpat 
of the county agent. The city has the reputation of btji?g a , 
cess-pool of vice, a sink of iniquity, etc., etc.; and the odo!' of 
sanctity and the voice of devotion, are sup{losed. to. permeate t~e ' 
society' of the rural rlistritts, astnoro\1ghly as Go malaria and the 
notes of bull-frogs. On the co~trarYl per capita, thet;e is l)lore 
crime in the ~ountry than in the , ci~y, an~ infin.it'ely more vice • 
1t is easiet fal' a youth or a maiden .to gl'o,,! up vi~tuous in th~ .'. '.' 
'. , . 
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city than in the coqntry. True if the country has its malaria, so 
the city has its sewage. But the sewage of the city. is con trolled, 
directed, localized, whereas the malaria. of the country is all-
pervading and insidious. To find the pink , of perfection of a 
a 10'l.fer you must seek him in a country village. He could not 
exist in the city; he would not be tolerated by the police. We 
have no grudge' against the country; our hope is in the country; 
- our support in every sense of the word comes from the country; 
but he who paints a large city as necessarily a Sodom or a: Go-
morrah is either a hypocrite or a fool. If self-made men have 
become great it is because greatness has been thrust upon them. 
There were no educated men to compete wit~ them, in the days 
~hen they became great. Moreover, their race is dying out; 
they don't propagate their s·pecies. The la'5t of those who fought 
in the Revolution, we believe, has taken his depa;ture hence, 
gone up, as it were; now when the last self-made man 0f this 
generation gives up his maudlin and garrulous ghost,the WEEKLY 
wants to be ,around to gi.ve him a rollicking wake, a powerfully 
big funeral, and then dance at the grave as a befitting , portion of 
the . obsequies. 
THE SCHOOLS IN POLITICS. 
IT is an aphoristic remark that the schools should be kept out of politics, that the soiled and untrustworthy hallQ.s of pol-
iticians should be kept off the sacred interests of our public 
school system. But it is one thing to say this and another to see 
that it is done. r For years the schools seemed to be entirely free 
from political and sectarian influences beq.use they were exclu-
sively Republican, and Protestant in their patrons a~d most 
zealous advocates. It was only when the opposing factions took 
interest i~ them and began to get possession of them that it was 
- suspected that politics and religion were introducing their dis-
turbing presence within the sacred precincts. 
The fact is now, however, that in the larger cities, at least, 
the schools are becoming decidedly Catholic in politics and 
Democratic in religion . Though it ill-becomes the writer to say 
it, this is ,an unfortunate circumstance. It is a sorry day for a 
/ sehool syst~m when old and substantial citizens ~re crowded out 
of their positions on the s chool board for the sa~e of giving place 
to young political adventurers who desire to make the school 
board a stepping-stQne to some higher or more lucrative office, 
~nd who, to' accomplish their ends, eagerly raise the . issues of 
r~ligion and politics, regardless of ·the disturbance that may bl; 
\ prod~ced. ' 
"A tal-e of two cities" ~ay be related of C.hicago' and Cincin-
. nati, in which the school troubles bear so close a resemblance to 
each other, that the identity of the cause cannot be questioned. 
, ' The beginnin'g of all trouble in a school system is the intr09UC-
tion of German in the Grammar department, at the hands of 
German and dough-<faced ' American politicians. Then there 
must be German members to take care of it, next a representation 
of Irishmen on the board to correspond ' to the German ~ontin­
g~nt. Then a m()vement to put the Bible out, a measure which 
succeeds through ,the advocacy of American free-thinke!'s; next 
a mONe to put the superintendent out, ifhe is straight· laced or if 
·his dign~t:y of charaeter and decorum qf conduct giv~ him the 
( reputation of being straight-Iaced,which is just as bad. As a matter 
of fact itis a contest b~tween Beer and the Bible, and Beer always' 
wins. On this issue Mr. ·Rickoff and after him John.Hancock 
had to leave Cincinnati.; and Mr. Pickard had to ,Ieav~ Chicago. 
. A ve.ry respectable' German, Mr. Hotz, invited M,r. Piekard to go 
< , • 
. ,-
to Turner Hall on Sunday, and Mr. Pickard politely decliped. 
The invitation was exteneed to Mr. Doty and he accepted it 
with eager complaisance. That settled th'e superintenden~y. 
This would be all very well if it stopped here; but it does not .. 
Looseness breeds looseness. It is from the Bible to Beer, and 
fr<:im Beer to Bribery. With all the fuss and feathers of her 
Longfellow celebrations in the public schools, Cincinnati, through 
her board of education, is to-day a stench in the nostrils of the 
nation. Last winter a member was expelled for accepting a 
bribe of $25 for securing the appointment of a teacher of musie, 
but a vote of censure could not be secured against a committe~' 
who made $1,400 worth of stoves cost $7,000. The principals 
who wish to 'consult their committee-men must seek them in a 
beer garden. This is embarrassing; for if they refuse to drink 
with their official superiors they are spotted as muckers an<! 
temperanzlers, and if tbey d<:> not drink with them the fact is 
used against the pedagogues whenever they incur the displeasure 
of their unprincipled and capricious masters. 
Monster petitions have been sent to the legislature now in ses-
sion to change the method of choosing board members from 
el;ction by wards to that of electing a sm~ller board on a general 
city ticket. A bill called the Ray bill is now a law by which a ' 
sort of compromise is effected . According to this law twenty" 
five members will be elected by wards ani twelve on a general 
ticket. ' But this plan does not promise to remedy the evil) for :. 
the Republican nominating convent.ion was captured by hummers -
and objectionable persons named, The good people of Cincili-. 
nati are in despair, for they expect nothing from the DemocratiC: 
nominatioris or from the members elected by wards, So much 
for school inspectors chosen by popular suffrage. 
The case of Ghicago is just as bad from a method of choosing 
board members directly, opposite to that of , Cincinnati. Here 
since 1872, they have been nominated by the Mayor and con-
firmed by the common council, a nomin tion being generalty _ 
equivalent to an election , On the heels of this change came the 
"People's Party" in 1873 in the election of a mayor to whose 
character and associates Sup~rintendent Pickard was a living re-
proach. Hence Pickard had to go, and the board was paeked 
and pledged for that purpose. . It was an anti-puritanical-Ger-
man' Irisl-t-Infidel combi'1ation like that of Cincinnati, but of the 
Democratic rather than the Republican color of politics. It was 
a carotjsing combiiution, but more circumspect than the Cin-
cinnati school board bummers. One took a little for his stomac~'s 
sake, one never commenced before one o'clock P. M. , one never 
,indulged except under lock and key; one, and the son of a peep-
0' -day house at that" always advanced under the cover <!€ an 
umbrella, and the head center of the movement when invited by 
the reporters to partake, would excuse himself by saying, "As 
plain John Calhoun Rattlebrain I would like to drink with' yoij~ 
but as President of the:: Board I may not !" Here was _a self-
perpetuatmg ring, and able to be such because the members were 
not elected by th!! people. And the worst of it is' that through 
its creature and creator it is in existence to-day, living now for 
vengence as it once lived for villainy, "to show what a butcher-
boy can do." The'Superintendent is the tool ofthe"butcher-boy" 
and the_ instrument of his silly machinations, and all .because'. the 
people have not a voice in the selection of a school board. If 
the people of . Chicago, had a voice ' in this matter the tC:)ol 
would be urummed out of town and the butcher-boy relegafed to 
his pr.oper avocation. ' 
From this tale-of tW,D cities it is rather ~mbarrassing to decide 
. . -
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whether mob· rule pr ring-rule is , better tor the schools. Of the 
two we imagine ,that unplushing infamy is not so bad as hypo-
critical scoundrelism, for the former gives itself away, but the 
latter is subtile and capable of doing much mischief under the 
guise of a pseudo respectability. 
A large school appropriation is asked for next year. What for? 
To increase the teachers' salaries so unmercifully shaved by the 
ring? Not a bit of it; but to increase the superintendent's 
salary, and erect an impossible number of school houses. There 
are jobs in building; and·who expects to be president or chair-
man of the building committee next year? and how is he going 
to live of he isn't? There is little book-agency work to be done 
now, and the business of giving bribes is not many removes from 
that of taking them. The disgrace of the Chicago school system 
which accrued a~ten the disuse of the Bible admits of three de-
grees of comparison: Posztive, beer ; comparative, blood; super-
?ative, bribery. -
In the California legislature a few days ago, an attempt was 
made to do lj,way with schoel boards, by having appointed four 
salaried inspectors by the circuit judges, to hold office four years, 
who with the superintendent should constitute the board of edu-
cation 'for cities; but the effort was futile. There is just one way 
in which school boards can be kept pure; but the WEEKLY dares 
not mention It. 
THE LIBRARY. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
lne Prize Speaker : C,lmprising the Selections Published in "The Reading 
Club," Nos. 5. 6, 7, 8. By George M. Bak~r. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 
Chicago: Jansen, McClurg & Co .• 1880. Price, $1.00. 
No~. I, 2, 3, 4, of "The Reading Club" are comprised in The 
Handy Speaker: The present volume presents a good variety of 
pieces for various occasions; the nature of which has been de · 
scribed in the WEEKLY as the su.ccessive numbers were published. 
Mutakts in Teachi1zg, -.By James L. Hughes, Inspector, of Public Scho?ls, 
Toronto,Ont. W. J.,Gage & Co., Toronto. S. R. Wmchell & Co., Chlca-
, eo. " Price 50 cents. 
- 'The chapters here presented were first published in the Cana-
da ~chool Journal, and quite generally republis?ed by the edu-
'cational journals of the United States. They have been regar1-
.ed as embodying good sense and wise counsel for teachers. Only 
, long experience and careful observation could furnish an author ' 
sa fully with material for sound advice and timely caution. In 
, four successive Chapters, covering I II pages, the author gives di-
rect and practical counsel in regard to school management, disci-
pline; 'method, and manner. -All young teachers will find the 
book a help in their work-one of the best to be had. 
Tile' Art of Teachi1zg. By John Ogden, A. M., Principal of the Ohio Cen. 
tral Normal School. ' Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co: ' Cincinnati' and New 
York. PP.248. 1879· 
This is a practical, common-sense, and intelligent presentation 
of the duties which belong to the public school teacher, and to 
some'extc;nt, a guide as to methods~ of teaching the branches 
themselves. It is in some sense a normal school boiled down, 
c~ndensed, and handed out for the teacher to take to his' 'own 
home. 
'Chapter I., treats of School-room Duties, such as opening ex-
• ercises, organization, assigning lessons, etc. ' Chapter II.,shows 
, the objects and ends of Stud~, the requisites and modes, and 
'the means of securing study. Chapter III. Jrea,ts similarly of 
the Recitation, and furnishes an explanation of some specific 
methods. Chapter IV. treats of the objects, requisites, and 
mode of conducting School Business. Chapter V. discusses the 
subject ,of Recreation; and Chapter :.vI. that of School Gov-
ernment. A Synopsis of each chapter precedes it. 
All teachers should read and study works of this kind. They 
contain the conclusions of men of experience and good judg-
ment, and are prepared for. the express purpose of aiding young-
er teachers. 
-The Childrm's Hour, by Mrs. M. B: C. Slade, editor -of 
Good Times, furnishes the primary grades with a very excellent 
collection of dialogues, speeches, motion songs, tableaux, cha-
rades, blackboard exercises, juvenile comedies, and other enter.-
tainments for school aI),d ' home. Mrs. Slade ha~ the highest rep-
utation for work of this kind, and in preparing t;li~ u.)ok she has 
used her very best skill. It is published by Henry A .. Young '& 
Co., of Boston, 13 Bromfield street. 
-Students of Phonography will find the .,)'ynopsis of Standard 
Phonography, by Andrew J. Graham, 69 ,ane!- 71 Bible Hquse, 
New York, a valuable and suggestIve work for study or refer-
ence. We don't k.now muc,h about the subject of stenography, 
but this book s'eems to combine a system of short-hand writing 
with a system (?) of phonography in such a way as to teach two 
things at once. It is designed for the use either of classes or 
private students, and is supplemented by a good number of read-
ing exercises, contractions, etc. Price 50 cen ts; for sale by J an-
~en, McClurg &, Co., Chicago. 
-Lee and Shepard send us Arithmeticfor Young Children. It 
consists of a series of exercises illustrative of. the manner in 
which the first step, in number should be taught to young chil-
dren . We pronounce it first rate. The primary teacher will 
find it a great aid in her work. It is rational and:consistent. Its 
very lack of system is one of its best features. The variety of 
style and method used lend fresh interest at every step. It' is a . 
little book of questions,. with suggestions to the teachel1. Send 
thirty-five cents for a copy to Jansen, McClurg & Co., Chicago., 
-Where sewing is taught in schools the little work published 
some time since by Mdlle. E, Grand'homme, and recently trans-
lated and published by Macmillan & Co., win be found quite , 
serviceable. It has been adopted in' the Commercial schools in \ 
nearly all the arrondissements into which Paris is divided, ana is 
quite as suitable for our orphanages, industrial schools, and simi -
lar institutiQns. It may be had of Jansen, McClurg & Co., for 
forty cents. 
-We wish'to give a most hearty recommendation to John '0. -
Champlin's Child's Catecltt's1!t of Common Things, published 'by 
Henry Holt & Co., of New York. !dr. Champiin's Young Folks' 
Cyclojadia Of Common Things has been well praised in: these col-
umns, and this smaller book~ though on a different plan, des~rves' 
equal praise. It is not arranged like an encycl0pa!dia, but iike ~ 
text-book-with questions 'and answers. The subjects considered 
are groupeu under the three heads-Mineral, ,Vegetable, and An-
imal-and follow one another as being naturally associated, and 
not in alphabetical order. A very full iildex at the close of the 
volume makes it serviceable as a reference ' book; bqt the chief 
design of the author was. that it snould be used as a class~book 
in schools. The subjects selected ,are those which are most 'co~~ 
monly ·brought to. the atte\ltion and -abset'vation of ·people in' 
, daily life. , It is admirable for use at home, and will be read by 
children and adults witti great eagernesp. , ' . \ , ': 
_. I.' 
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FREE.DOM IN E.DUCATION. 
PRES. GEO. F. MAGOUN, Iowa. ' 
-IN France and England there is a constant struggle over tllis 
question. With a great sum others strive to purchase free-
dom to educate. We were "free-born ." From the beginning 
everyone in our land competent to teach others has been at lib-
erty to do so. . The first free schools in the "O'ld Colony" of 
Massachusetts were earlier than any school laws. And when 
laws began, the liberty of the citizen in education was ill various· 
ways recognized. No public system can stand in this country 
which Gonfiicts with it. Both the state on the one side, and the 
churches on the other, must respect it, or they go to the wall. 
It is difficult, therefore, to put ourselves in the place of friends 
of free' education in France and England. In France, for ex-
ample, the famous Art. 7. of the Government Bill, read as fol-
lows: 
"Nul n'tIt admt's d dirt'ger un etablissement d' ensel'gnemmt pub. 
lie ou pn'se, de qudque ordl e qu' il soit, ni d y donner ziensez'gnement, 
- s'il appartimt d line congregation, religieuse non autorisee." 
Part of Art. 9 is in pursuance of this, viz : "En cas .d'infrac-
tien. aux prtIcriptions de " artit;.le 7, ! etablissemmt sera /erme." 
(with penalty. ) 
M: Jules Simon's Minority Report suppressed these articles. 
. In place also of Art. 3 -the longest one' in the original Bill-it 
proposed the following amendment: "Art. 3. Les inscriptio1ls 
prises dans les Facultts de' Etat son! gratuites." 
It was in the name of the freedom ·of education that Simon, 
Dufaure, and other moderate RepUblicans opposed Articles 7 and 
9 (§2). To put into the hands of the state an educational mo-
nopoly, s1,lppressing all individ'ual rights of private teachers and 
those of religious bodies, of whatever sort, seemed tot-hem an 
abandonment of Republican principles. Later information is, 
t'hat M. Ferry accepts the excision of Art: 7, and relies upon old 
laws vs "the Company of Jesus" for driving them from France. 
- These laws proceed on another principle than the denial to 
anyone of the liberty to teach. They affect nobody but Jesuits. 
When the Strassburg faculties opened their' new pl~ce of instruc-
,. tion in Paris, Noy. '7, M,: Ferry declared ion his spe,eah on the 
occ¥~on: "Protestantism'rhas been in modern history the first 
. form of liberty. Our -political gospel is also your gospel. The 
revolution 0[ '1789, of which our republic is the logical develop-
ment and the necessary conclusion, has partly been made for 
you; this revolution is for you the beginning of definite enfran-
chisement. * * * You may ' count upon us, as we cpunt 
upon you. Receive from us, at all times, not only justic~, but 
profound symvathy." But. the mod.erate Republic.ms object to 
refusing justice-though sym'pathy is withheld-to French Cath-
olics. What gain in transferring the monopoly of education 
from the Jesuits to the State? Is this all "the first form of 1ib-
eity", p)eans,"':"'''whereas we have, had no liberty of education 
heretofore, our opponents being in power, now, we being in 
power, tkey shall have none?" Is this safe, even for the freest 
Protestantism? Some day a French Protestant Church may be ' 
"110" "autorisee. " N<J.Y, the terms of Art". 7 strike down all' high-
er education save th~t of a State church, even ?rotestant. . . 
. 'For one, I maintain the equal rights of Catholic educators as 
well as PrQtestant. I would not have my own form of Protes-
, tantism e~clusively authorized to teach the people. ,I.am forever 
, opposed to. any monopoly' of Church or State: It may lis r_eadily 
be wielded 'sOIile day by infidel as by Chrisian hands; and, any-
way it is in principle anti-Republican and anti-Prbtestant. So 
of the exclusive,prerogp.tive of conferring degrees. ' 
...." ~; 
The last Westminster Review discusses a Bill in the English 
Parliament for the Organization and Registry of Teachers in 
Intermediate schools, and points out how it is calculated to in-
terfere with freedom in education. The new Bill creates a board 
of ten elected by the Universities and other bodies :;.nd six elected 
by the Royal Privy Council (at first), and (afterwards) by the 
registered teachers actmg as a sort of corporation. Its object is 
to prevent any teacher from getting employment whose name is 
not registered. Some of its provisorts are: that no one shall 
register who is not 21 years of age; no one who is not a gradu-
ate of one of the Universities, or holding a certain certificate; 
no one who is at the time teaching an elementary school; no one 
who has not taught for three years preceding; no one who does 
not report himself or herself every six months; etc., etc. The 
board or Co~ncil is empowered to hold examinations "in the 
knowledge and practice of teaching," to change the require-
ments for registration at will, to inspect schools and courses of 
study, etc. Until 1881 , the fee for regist'ry is to be two pounds 
each, "after that, when the law is well established and outcry ' 
useless, fi~e pounds." The Westminster points out that by its, 
power to change requitements subscription to the 39 Articles 
might be made a condition of teaching! The BilL aims "at 
nothing less t.han a legally fixed apprenticeship to the craft of :: 
teaching"" forming the teachers of England and )Vales "into a 
close corporation, a trades union on a vast scale, a~d prot.ected 
by a well-nigh irresponsible tribunal. ' A school with an unreg-
istered principal could not exist," for he could not recover his 
tuition fees. It would be pal ticularly hard for governesses un-
der twenty-one, . "They must become shop girls and dress makers, 
assisting to sink the already insufficient payments of those over-
crowded employments, and swelling the vast ocean of female 
oestitutionand misery which lies 011 the level just below." - The 
tyranny of the bill, its fatal bearing on freedom in education, 
are obvious; it is worthy of the spirit that dictated the land laws 
of England and Ireland, and forbids any but a University to 
confer degrees. . 
The Westminster remarks, in passing, that . "fitness to , practIce 
the profession of a teacher" is something "quite impossible to pe _ 
gauged by any examining body whatever. ·It is not possible,(so) 
to test the teaching pOwers of men and women. Tea<;hing., · ~o 
be worth anything, must come fro'm the individual to the indiv-
i4ual; and in no two cases can be . quite alike. We have not, 
found out how to impart the power of teaching, or even. whether 
imparted. We may suppress it, but (as yet; at least,) we do not 
know how to educate it. All that we can do is to test knowledge; 
and of knowledge there are already tests enough ; whose certlfi-
cates are every day more and more pursued. The laws of supply 
and dem~nd are doing their own work well; and rt1ay safely.be 
' trusted to contillne doing so without any assistance from an. \ 
Educat ional Council." 
The American way of attempting to thwart and· foil our nati~n-
al and republican freedom of education is, to attempt to .giv~ 
a factitious value to the diplomas of certain institutions controlled 
by the state, such as Universities, Norx:nal Sehools, irrespective: 
of the value of the teaching done. in them, Other institution~! 
quite likely to be doing better work, a~e invited. to se~d th.eir 
graduates to the tonner, (which have had nothing to do !lith 
their training) for degrees, i. e., to send them away , for certifi-
cates Qf proficiency wOl;th less! It is 'even proposed that such '" 
diplom,as sp.all entitle the receiver to teaeh" without examination, 
in ,~ll the schools of a: s~ate, and, thus create a m~nopol y-:or go . 
~s far t6w~~s it as possible-very likely depreciating the Qes~ 
.... I, 
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education the state affords, given elsewhere. The true Amerjcan 
principle is to encourage all to educate who are capable, and to 
encourage the best most, without regard to the question whether 
they are controlled 'and paid by the State or not. Of course, the 
same disposition to create a monopoly by law exists in this coun-
', try as in France and England; or-if this is not possible-in-
sidiously to weaken free education, and give certain classes of 
institutions the practical advantages of a monopoly, thus lower-
ing the standard of education, which is the highest where 
education is most free. It is a disposition !-gainst which we need 
to keep guard. 
IOWA COLLEGE, MARCH, 1880. 
THE TERRl'lORIAL GROWTH OF THE UNITED 
STATES.-II. 
PRES. A. EARTHMAN, Humboldt College, Iowa. 
LOUISIANA. 
During Jefferson's administration, Livingston and Monroe 
were sent to Europe to purchase Louisiana from France. This 
' tract of territory had been ceded by France to Spain, in 1763; 
but, by a secret treaty, forced upon Spain by Napoleon, had been 
' rt:troceded to .-France, in 1800. As to the limits of this territory, 
the treaty vf 1800 is very indefinite, the cession being described 
. "as " ,the colony or province of Louisiana, with the same extent as 
it now has in the hands·of Spain, and that it had when France 
-, possessed it, and such as it should be after the treaties subse· 
quently entered into between Spain and other states." 
LOUIsiana, as originally claimed by France, included that por-
o tion~f the Mississippi basin from the river to the Rocky .Moun· 
'tain~ and the territory between the Mississippi and ,Perdido 
rive;s. Spain, also, claimed this latter portion; and the bound · 
ary was never defiQitely settled between the two nations. 
Although the purchl!Se of Louisiana was made in 1803~ the 
.Jine separating it from the Spanish possessions on the southwest 
was not determined until the treaty of 1819 was entered into 
-bet\~een Spain l}nd the ,United States: . This treaty established 
said boundary line as follows: "rhe Sabine river to the 32nd 
degree of north latitude; thence a north meridian line to the 
Red river; the course of that river to the looth degree of longi-
tude east from Greenwich; thence north by that meridian to 
the Arkansas; up that river to its head and ,to the 42nd degree 
of north latitude; and along that degree to the Pacific." 
" The wording of this treaty has given ~ise to the belief that the 
terri'toryat present occupied by Oregon, Washington, and Idaho 
'was included in the Louisiana purchase ; but such was' not ' the 
case; ,as the subsequent action of the ' United States govern,ment 
.'-' !>learly shows. (See Oregon.) 
FLORIDA. 
, To determine the extent of this territory, as purchased from 
Spain', ,in 1819, it will be n\!cessary to go back to colonial times 
arid consider the claims of European nations. 
No'rth of the St. ¥ary's river, the Atlantic coast was s~ttled 
chiefly by th!; English, their most southerly colony, being Geor-
,gia. > 'Difficulties between the English and the Spanish were of 
frequ~lt occurrence; and the northern boundary of Florida was 
,' l~ft unsettled until, hy the treatyof 1763, the provinc'e fell into ' 
the hands of the Engiish. By proclamation, ' England erected 
the two provi~ces of East Florida and West Florida, and deter, 
. mined their 'limits as far as that could be done. East Florida 
'Dad fer its northern boundary the sf: Mary's' river from itsmollth 
..... ..',. . 
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to its source, and an east and lVest line thence to the Appalachi-
cola. West Florida had for its boundary the Appalachicola, the 
Guifof Mexico,the Mississippi, Lakes Pontchatrain and ~aure­
pas, and, on the north, the 31st degree of north latitude. For 
this last line, however, was substi.tuted, in 1764, a line due east 
from the mouth of the Yazoo to' the Catahouche (Chattahoochee). 
In (783, the former line was reestablished. 
Louisana being, in 1783, transfermi t9 .. Spai~1, thi~ natio~ dis-
puted with England the ownership of the territory between the 
Mississippi and Perdido rivers. When, in 1783, Spain found 
itself in possession of both Florida and Louisana, all boundary 
disputes ceased; and, as already stated, the difficulty was finally 
settled by the purchase of both Louisiana and Florida. 
OREGON. 
As earlyas 1142, Cabrillo, ,3. Portuguese m the Spanishservice,-
explored the Pacific coast nearly as far north lIS the mouth of the 
Columbia river. Sir Francis Drake, in 1579, sailed up the sam,e 
coast to the 43d degree ,of north latitude. Thirteen year~ lafer, 
Juan de Fuca, a Greek in the Span'ish employ, visited Vancou-
ver's island and sailed for twenty days in the broad passage be: 
tween it and the main land. 
Nothing h:Jwever, aside from its existence, was kn'own of this 
territory until Capt. Gray, an American, ascended the dver to 
which he gave the name it now bears-Columbia, This was in 
1791. Thirteen years later, Lewis and Clarke, two engineeJs 
sent out by Jefferwn to 'explore the head waters of the Missouri, 
in the northwestern part of the newly acquired territory of tou , 
isiana, explored this regIOn and reported to the general govern· ' 
ment. 
Hearing of t~is report, John J~cob Astor, a heavy, fur. deale~ 
of New York, established,in 1811, a trading station at the mouth 
of the C;:olu!llbia, naming it A.stOlia. War ' breaking out soon 
after between the United States and England, Astor transferret'l 
his interest in the post to the two English companies, the Nortp--, 
western and the Hudson Bay. , 
The, treaty of Ghe!lt stipulated that restoration of all places' 
captured by, either party, should be mallei but, for some reason ; ' 
Astoria was left iii the hands of the English. 
, In 1818, the United States and Great Britain agre~duponjoint <-
occupancy of the territory in' tbe following words: "That aqy 
'country claimed by eitlfer party on the northwest coast of Amer-
ic';, together with its harbors, bays, and creeks, and the naviga>. , 
'tion of all rivers within the same, be free and open, for the t~rm ' 
of ten years, to the subjects, 'citizens, and ' vessel~ of the {w,O 
' po~ers, without prejudice to any claim which eitner party' mlght: 
have to any part of the country." o· 
At the expiration of the teu yearl), the treaty w~ renewed for 
an mdefinite period of time; determlllable on qne year's 'notice' 
of eith'er party to the other. This nofice 'was gi~en y the United 
States early in 1846,. and, in the '·raH of the same year, the 49th 
degree of north latitude was :lgr'ee~, upon as ,the boundary be-
tween the United States and ~ritish 'America, from the Lake :'Of 
the Woods to "th~ midtl/e of the channel which separates the 
contine.nt from Vancouver island, and the~ce' southerly througl). 
tht: middle of said channel and of Fuca',s straits to the Pacific 
ocean." , .-
Su~s~quently, England c1(!.imed tha't Ro~ario strai( was the 
"channel" intended, leaving San luan, .Lopez,. and ether island! 
in ,the hands of the English; The United, States, 'on . ~he other 
hand"held, tha~ Ha~o ,strait was the "channel" 'df the' t;e~~y; '3nd 
.th'!;t England. h~d no right t,?-..tne islands ~amed . • -
' . 
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Thus matters stood, when, in 1859, the two governments 
'agreed upon · joint occupancy of the disputed islands. The 
Washington treaty of 1871 referred the question to Emperor Wil-
liam.of Germany, for arbitration j I the decision was given in favor 
. of the United States, and in November 1872 the British garrison 
was withdrawn. 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
GO SLOW 
P. K. McMINN, Paxton, Ill. 
ACTION and re-action are equal. The same amount of force is required to draw a nail as was expended in driving it. 
Habit is the result of the expenditure of immense force, of which 
time is the chief factor. By analogy to physical laws the same 
am0unt of force must be necessary to reform an evil habit as was 
expended in its formation. To reform a habit is simply to form 
another habit, and hence time is always required to insure a per-
manent reformation. 
Reme!llber this and do not expect too sudden results_ Nay, 
-more than that, rather sttspect such results. There is a great 
difference between suppressing an evil and curing it. 
. A 'quack is called 'to treat a ca.'le of scrofuia. He a~plies. his 
. remedies, the disease seemingly vanishes, and he'triumphantly 
' points to the 'patient's clear skin as an evidence of his medical 
skill. But instead of having driven the disease out of the system 
he has driven it in. A corruption of the blood had been man-
_ ifesting itself, only,upon the surface. He directed his skill against 
the symptoms, and having succeeded in making them disappear, 
pronounced his victim cured .. , l!alzi'sht"ng the external effects of a 
mora! malady is far from effecting a cure.. In the school-room 
much 'force is often wasted upon the suppression of symptoms. 
Sometimes it is better to let these alone to serve as an index to 
-internal affairs, and direct the whole attention to purifying the 
blood. When this is accomplished, in such cases, the syl~ptoms 
will vanish. There are systems of school government that go no 
farmer buys 100 head of stock, sheep;p igs, and calves for $100, paying '50, 
$3, and $10 respectively. Required the number of each. The problem says " 
·'pigs." The solutions say the~e is one pig, just one pig. This was not the 
problem as we understood it, and the sender thereof being anonymous, we 
could not correspond with him, or her, in relation to it. In order that we may- , 
hereafter have the privilege of corresponding with parties sending communi-
cations, we shall require the name and address of each one. 
Some of the above-mentioned teachers also show that our "improper'" 
problem is all right. Having inquire.d into the matter, we find that the state-
ment sent us and published in the "department" is not the one given in the 
book from which It is alleged that the problem was taken. To prevent are-
curr~nce of such mistakes, we shall make it II rule not to discuss problems 
taken from a mathematical treatise, or text-book, and the accuracy of. whose 
answers is called in question, without having positive knowledge in regard to 
the statement of the same. 
. The solution of the problem in Robinson's Algebra which we gave has not 
been called into question, for which we are truly thankful, but J. C. Geyer, 
G. D. B., and others have sent shorter solutions. They add twice second 
equation to first, and find value of x+y, 'considenng x+y as one quantity in ' , 
the resulting quadratic equation. Our solution gave the value of xy, from 
which x , and y are easily found by substitution. Well, Gentlemen" it is your 
privilege to show us a better way, and even to criticise sharply what is actu-
ally untenable in definitions or soludons, but if we may be allowed to make a 
counter criticism on the letters relative to the "pig" problem, we will simply 
state that some of them are insufferably insolent, and unbecoming the charac-
ter of .a gentlewan. Facetiousness is well enough, and no one can object to 
a little humor, even in a mathematician ; but let it be remembered that sar-
casm, in the words of Carlyle, is pretty much th'l! lanJ:uage of the devil. 
The editor of this depa:rtmen~ would not for a gold mine knowingly wound_ 
the feelings of any human being. . 
Now Gentlemen, and ladies, send in your contributions, and we will, in 
the language of proffered .advice, "modestly consider them." 
COMPOUND INTEREST. 
" - deeper than the salves and washes of the charlatan. They dry 
up the humors upon the surface and perhaps allay temporarily 
the irritation, but leave untouched the deep-seated disease of 
'which these are .but manifestations. A school ruled · wholly by 
external pressure becomes a whited sepulchre. There is no 
That excellent mathematician, D. H. Dlvison, takes exception to ffJe com- ' 
mon solution cf compound interest problems. }t'or instance, the compound 
amount of a dollar in two ' years and six months at 8 per cent is not ~ .08X, 
lo.8X1.04, accordir. g to his view. Not having his rule at hand, we, shall 
simply state that according to tbe usual understanding of compound interest 
the common rule is right. The interest for the last interval. when it is frac-
tional, is simple interest on the compound am ount at the expiJation of the: 
previous interval, and interest for the full intervals, years for instance, is not 
due untii the end of the intervals respectively. The only way that the mis-
understandings arising from' the common methods of computing compound 
interest can be avoided is to consider the time divided into an infinite num-
ber of interval&, and to compound the interest an infinite number of times. 
The moment interest accrues it must be added to the principal. 
Persons desirous of making a formula that will coincide with this view of 
compound interest, and give interest for any desired time, are requeste4 to 
, . "patent" method of reforming a school o~ a pupil. The good 
old way, around by the heart, by the better nature, perhaps 
. long dormant or never developed, is the only sure way, the only 
right way, for a good school is simply a school of good pupils . 
To gring about a reformation in this way requires time. All 
s~lid growth is slow; 
~ATHEMATICAL DEJ>ARTMENT. 
: 
Editor-DAvID KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
ENCOURAGING. 
I 
The growing interest manifested in oUr department is encouraging. On 
our return from a trip to the.northern part of the state, (Minn.), we found a 
large nuinber of communications in relation to some problems recently dis-
cussed in the WEEKLY. Our solution of the problem, sent by "Haw.~eye" is 
called in question by the following.individuals : Katie E. Kirk, W ; A. Crus· 
inbury, C. L. Po.wers,' B.:R. Gass, J. C. Geyer, Ar!hur Jones, H. T. Bushnell, -
"Hale J. Moody, Silas Y. Gillan, Chas. ~xon, D. H. Davison, Q. V. A., and 
"Badgel'." These persons all show that one solution, in "inte~al numbers'" 
is possible, viz.: 94:sheep, I pig, and 5 calves. The problem states that a 
send su~h formula to this departnient. . 
GORRESPONDENCE. 
A ··teacher," of Olathe, Kansas, sends the following : ' Does S+9X5-4 
=46, or 66, or 14 ? 
We reply 46. The sign of multiplication never extends its inBuence Be_ 
yond the quantities between which it is placed, unless a vinculum, or pal'en_ 
thesis, is used to connect other quantities to those between which the sign is. 
, There is a use of the signs, observed in works on intellectual 'arithmetic, 
whic.h" thouga not the natural and mathematical use of the signs, is aIlowa-
, ble if a note is appended explaining that the sign~ are used to represent th~ 
words add, suotract, multiply, etc., when taken consecutively, to indicate ope-
rations in the fundamental rules. 
Knowing that the sigtis in the above are so considered, the answar is 66. 
, But taking thetp. i~ 'their u~ual and pr.>per algebraic significa~ion, the result, 
is, in the above, correctly stated as 46. 
A teacher in .Dakota wants a solution of the 95th example in Robinson"s 
Practical Arithmetic, miscellaneous examples. If this is the problem in re-
gard ~o paying for a $3;000 farm in 5 equal annual installments, interest 7 per 
cent, 'the solution is as follows: Divide 1 by the , amount 'of one dollar for 
one year at the.given rate (7 per c;:ent), and thus ob~in the pr~ent w.?rt~ of _. 
• I 
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one !1ollar due in a year. Divide I by the amount (compound) of a dollar 
. due in '2 'years, and this will give the present w,?rih of a dollar due in 2 years. 
So proceed. the last divisiotl. being I divided by the amount of a dollar due in 
5 years. which may be takl'n from a compound interest table. There will re-
o suIt 5 quotients. which added make $4.10+. This is the sum which will 
prOduce a payment of a dollar a year for 5 years and be all used up. Three 
thousand dollars will produce as many dolIars a year as $4.10+ is contained 
times in· 3,000 
NOTES AND QUERIES. 
To CORRESPONDBNTS :-Make queries and answers short as possible, and clear. Do not 
write them on the same paper with oth~r m,atters, bllt ah~ays on separate slips, and on ,buf 
one side of the paper: Put but one subject m a query or In an answer. Refer to prevIous 
queries by number and page. EDITOR OF N . AN Q. COLUMN. 
Q. "Even under the humanizing sway of the Third Empire," says Mr. 
Merivale in his Conv~rsion of tIlt Roman E1J/pir~. lecture iii. What was the ' 
Third ElIIpird L. D. 
ANs.-Mr. Merivale alludes to the vision of Daniel the prophet. in which 
the first great empire was that of Babylon; the second. the Persian; and the ' 
third the Macedonian. DR. WILLARD. 
. q. Dr. Freeman and others speak of the Low~r Emph" : what was that? 
L . D. 
ANS. The Byzantine empire at Constantillople, the continued Eastern Ro-
man Empire, which called itself to the last whr.t it was legally, the Roman 
Empire. The term LOW~1' Empir~ implies an Vpp~r Empire : the two must 
be then the Roman Empire of the West. whose emperor was King of Ger-
many and which was on the upper Danube; and the Eastern Empire, on the 
iow~r Danube, which governed more southern lands. DR. WII.I.ARD. 
EDUCATIONAl. WEEKLY, February 19, No. 7·-Why does the plumb line 
not point to the center of the earth? Becau,e it points to the center of the 
circle of latitude at which it is suspended in a line perpendicular to the earth's 
axis. Yours. . REV. WM. ISAACS LOOMIS. 
MAITINDALE DEPOT, COL. CO., N. Y., March 3, 1880. 
OFFICIAL DEPARTMENT. 
ILLINOIS. 
PREMIUM~ OFFERED THJ:: PUBLIC SCHOOI.S OF ILLINOIS BY THE ILLINOIS STATE 
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE, TO BE AWARDED AT THE 29th ANNUAL ILI.INOIS 
~TATE fAIR, TO BE HELl> IN SI'RtNGFIELD. SEP. 27-0CT. 2, 1~80. 
CLASS N.-ILLINOIS PUBLIC SCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
Emory Cobb, Sup~rilltl1ldent. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS. 
- , 
I. All work must be written \l'ith pen and ink (except that pencil work will 
be taken from graded schools, first and second years, and in drawing) upon 
paper g. by II inch~s. A margin of I J4 inches must be left for binding. 
o Papers entered for each premium, except sweepstakes premiums. must .be 
_securely bound by themsel ve, with a cover upon which shall be stated the 
lot and the number of the prem -um for which they are entered . . If tht'y are 
also entered for sweepstakes pr,emium.'l'ut on t"'c cover "Entered for Sweep· 
stakes." Put also on the cover the number of the district. or name of the 
school, the township and county from ·whici.t the papers come. and the name 
'and p:lst-office address of the teache r. 
A'copy of the questionsanswereJ, :tat! te :.t t r~nsi.lted. must be b9und with 
each set of papers. . 
Each set of paper~ entered for on~ prem ium mu t be the work of not less 
tban three nor more than five different pupiis in each branch. . 
Except as otherwise. directed below, each pape.r must contain the answers 
I to ten questions. . • 
2. F;ach pupil should write at the heginning ()f his papers his name, age. 
post-office. the date of preparing the paper, and the 1Iame of his teacher. 
3. It is expected t.hat the preparati ,n of th~e papers will be cond~cted in 
the same manner as a wJ;itten e~amination-the pupHs to have no previous 
knowledge of the questions gil'e:l aud to rec, ive In assistance during the 
writing; ~d that all pap>ers entcr~d fo. O,le pr~miul1l will be prepared at the 
' sam~ time. except that more time m~y be t~ken for the drawing and penman-
-sliip paperS entered for the Sweepstakes for all Schools. ' 
4. AU papers for this exhibition may be 'sent as soon as prepared to Hon. 
Jam~s P. Slade. State Superintendent of Public Instruction. Springfi~ld. Ill •• 
and he will see that they are properly entered at the fair. 
5. For further mformation address the Secretary of the State Board of Ag. 
riculture, or the Superintendent of Public Instruction, Springfield. Ill. 
Sch<!ols in a1\ portions of the state are earnestly solicited to send in speci-
mens of work done by their. pupils during the year. 
SPECIAL DIRECTIONS. 
H iglt Scltools-Lot A.-- Papers will not be received in more than one lan-
guage. one branch oi mathematics. and one branch of the natural sciences 
from the same pupil. That is. if papers in Latin by one pupil are sliown, 
papers in German by the same pupil must not be entered .. 
The language papers in each language must consist of ([) not l!s~ than 
two nor more than three pages of translation by each pupil of some _ well 
known author; (2) answers to five questions upon the grammatical construc- . 
tion of the original. and (3) one·half pa-ge of translation from English into 
that language. . 
T o compete for the High School sweepstakes. a school must entcr papers 
such as are described above, in two of the languages named, both bn.nches 
of m"athematics. and two of the natural sciences. 
Graded ScIIOOls-Lot B.-Schools competing for these premiums must 
show. first year-number-work and writing (5 lines); second year-number-
work and spelling (Is words); third year-language and writing (10 Hnes);· 
fourth year-arithmeti~ and spelling (20 words); fifth year-l\\oguage and 
geography; sixth year-arithmetic and spelling (20 words); seventh year-
geography an,d writing .< I page); eighth year-U. S. history . and English 
grammar. 
To enter for the sweepstakes, a school must show work as above,indicated 
for each year, first to eighth inclusive. 
Country Scltools-Lot C.-Papers in spelling must consist of twenty words; 
in writing, one page. . • 
To enter for the sweepstakes. a school must show work as directed in th~ 
first six branches lumed in the list ( f premiums for cour.try schools. 
S w.upstakes for all Public Schools-Lot .D.-Work entered to compete for 
these premiums must not be entered for other premiums. 
LOT A-HIGHSCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
Lallguag~s-L Best German. Diploma and '5.00; Second best.'3.oo. 2. 
Best French, Dip. and '5 00; Secolld best.'3.00. 3. B~st Latin, Dip. and 
$5.00; Second best, $3.00. 4. Best Greek, Dip. and $5.00; Second ~t, 
$3.60. 
" 
Mathematics-5 · Best Algebra, Dip. and '5.00; Se.:ond bes.t. $390. 6 
Best Geometry. Dip. and $5 .00; Secon'd best. $3.00. 
""a/ura! Sdmas-:-7. Best Botany. Dip. and '5.00; Second best, '3.00. 8. ' , 
Be.·t PhySIOlogy, DIp. and $5.00; Second best" $3.00. 9. Bc:st Natural Phil-
osophy, Dip. and '5.00.; Second 1>«:5t. '3.00. 10. Best Z'Jology, Dip and 
$5.00; Second best. $3.00. 
Swupstakes-ll. Be.t HighS~hool.Exhibit, Dip. and ' 10.00; Second best, 
'5 .00; Third best. $3.00. 
LOT B-GRADED SCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
I. Best First year work, Dip. and $5.00; Second best. $3.00. 2. Best sec-
on.d year work. Dip. and '5.00; Second best. ' 3.00. 2. Be~t Third year work ; 
Dip. and '5..00; Second best. $3.00 • . 4. Best \ Fourth .rear work Dip. and ' 
$5·00; Second best '3.00 .. 5. Best Fifth year work, 1;hp. and $5.00; 'Sec-
ond best. $3.00. 6 . . Best Sixth year ,":ork. Dip. and $5.00; Second best, 
$3 00 .. 7· Bc:st Seventh y.ear work, Dip. and $5.00; . S~cond best. $3.00. 8. 
Best Eighth year work. DIP: ~nd $5.00; Second best. '3.00 • 
Swupstakes-9· lIest exhibIt for each year. fi rst to eighth inclusive. Dip. 
and '10.00; Second b,est. '5.00; Third best. '3.0 0. 
LOT C-COUNTRY SCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
L Best Spelling, Diploma and '5.00; Seco~d best '3.00. 2. Best wI'it-
ing. Dip. and '5.00; Second best, '3.00. 3. Best Ari!hmetlc, Dip., and 
$5.00; Second best '3.00. 4. Best Geography. Dip. and 'S.oo; Second 
o..e.t. ' 3.00. 5. Best Language [English Grammar]. Dip. and $5.00; Sec-
ond best, $3.00. 6. 'Best UniteC1, States History, Dip.. and $5.00; ' Second 
best $3.00 7. Best Botany, Dip. and '5.00; Second best, '3 .. 00. 8 .. Best 
Physiology. Dip. and $5.00; Second best, '3.00. 9. Best Natural Philoso-
phy, Dip. and '5,00; Second best $3.00. 10 .. Best Zoology. Dip. and '5.00; 
Second best. $3.00. 
Swupstakes-II: Best Country School Exhibit, Dip. and '10.00 ;r'Second 
best. '5 .00; Third best, '3.00. . . .. . 
LOT D-SWEEPSTAKES FOR ALL PUBLIC ·SCHOOLS. 
I: Best set of five. papers. one page each· of writi~'rrom as m~ny pupil. 
of the sa~e school, Diploma and. $15; Second beSi; .'1.oo. 2. Best set of 
five drawin~s from as many· pupils of the same .school, Dip. and· $IS.CO; 
Secou!i Qest. $7 00. 3. To the County Superintend.ent of the COUllty maKing 
th~ best exhibit of country scbool .work, entered for tbe premiums offered,-
DlploD\a. f ( 
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THE STATES. 
ILLINOIS.-A teachers' institute will be held in Ottawa, in the new high 
school building, commencing on the first Monday in July, and continuing 
three weeks. County Supt. Williams will be assisted by Supt. Joseph Carter 
of Peru, and Prin. H. L. Boltwood, of Ottawa. 
The Ottawa Township High School has recenttly ,secured a very fine Steck 
.. piano. The class ()f '81 gave a reading from Macaulay, March 29, and 
cleared about $50 for a first payment. 
Supt. B. B. L1kin of Streator was recently fined $3 by a justice of the 
peace, for chastising a refractory pupil. The jury did not find that the boy 
was injured, but wished to expre,s their disapprobation of corporal punish-
ment; or, i!t other words, chose deliberately to find a verdict, not according 
.to law and evidence, but according to their notions of what the law ought to 
be. Mr. Lakin appealed the case to thp .circuit Court of La Salle county; 
and was very promptly 'acquitted. The judge very properly remarked that the 
'time of the court ought not to be taken up by cases of this sort; and repeated 
the common statement that a teacher has a legal right to inBict reasonable 
chastisement. . 
A late stat~ superinte"dent made himself somewhat prominent byannounc_ 
• ing the opposite doctrine, and gave teachers to understand that the penalties 
d\!e for assault and battery awaited them if they dared to lay hands on defiant 
Xbung America. 
. Prof. Warren Wilkie, of ~u!tin, near Chicago, may be' engaged to do in'. 
stitute. work during the summer vacation. Prof. Wilkie is well-known in 
, northern Illinois as an earnest, experienced, and successful superintendent 
and instructor. Tit/! Gradi!d CourSl of Instrue/ion rrepared by him for 
the public !!cbools- of Dist;ict No.2, Bake and Hyde Park, a few yeals ago, is 
a volume deserving a place in every superintendent's library. 
!T0f. Cook IS elected a director of the Normal public school. This means 
good schools for that place. ' . 
An Octer~'i1le correspondent complains' of few teachers to many pupils. It 
is not to be expected that any advice given here can reach school boards who 
neglect their duties, but we wish teachers might be independent enough to 
refuse to take schools where they are asked to perform impossibilities. 
Our friend of the Int/!r-Oc/!an "Educational" finds some e~tertainment in 
our reports of ' violence in tlie schools. Well, here's another: A teacher in 
Vermilion cou' ty flogged a boy whom he caught at some offense but didn't 
, Bog such as were not caught. The irate parent, having arrived as usual, called 
the teacher a liar; whereupon tile teacher attack~d with the poker and was 
completely Ilsed up. We wdte up these troubles not Irom' a desire to tell 
about the bad but with .the expectation that some muscul~r teacher will let us 
dire;t him thither. There's nothing so well· prevents the necessitY of a fight 
as" the abil~ty to go throu.gh, coupled with a genuine desire t5l keep out. 
I At most of the .. plaees:w!!ere fights occur{ed this year tbere will be a new 
teacher next year. 
The teacher~ and students of the State University at Champaign have or· 
ganized a natural history society, which is to hold two meetings each school 
term. At , the first regular meeting Prof. Burrill gave a p~per on the forest 
trees of champOlign county. Each member' is expecte.d to give some results of 
his own investigations; The current news and literature of Natural History 
are also acceptable subjects for discussion . 
Peoria has . .had a ~imilar society in existence for year.. 1t.s rooms are the 
most interestint to be found in_the court bouse. ' One of the leading' spirits of 
the Peoria organization has made an enviable reputation as an entomologist. 
She goes to Germany this sutpmer to pursue her studies. 
IOWA.-Iowa College closed its winter term March 30. It has more stu-
dents and instructors than ever before. Pr.>f. Ed;on lectured weekly last 
, te~ to the Normal students, and the course of study is.- fully .arranged this ' 
term for that Department 
- '. Prof. C. C. Cory, of Pella, has been elected a member ot'the Board of Trus-
· teesofthe State Normal Sch,!ol. As principal of the ,Pdla schools, the Diad/! 
says; r He has been unWearied . i~ his !:fforts for his pU'pils, an~ under hiS 
charge our .licbools have, y~ar by year, improved . The schools 'l!-re an honor 
to our~town, .and the PrinciPal and his assistants are worthy the confidence and 
he~rtyIco .operation of the citizens." 
State \Superin~endent von Ccelln has appointed Marshall county' 6 _energetic 
, .county 'superintende~t, Mr. W. W. Speer, a member of the State Normal. 
School examining boa,rd. The-seiection is a good one. 
__ PreSident Hayes has nominated Prof. Houghton, of l'abor Colle~e. for su-
pervisor of the census of the Third Iowa district. It is quite probable that this 
appointment will be confirmed. Prof. H. and Gen. Walker, superintendent -
of -the census, were classmates in college. 
Mrs. Welch, of the Io,wa Agricultural College, is a correspondent of the . 
State Rlgister. 
Mr. Saul Foster, of Muscatine, has been writing some interesting articles 
concerning the early history of Iowa. 
The Normal Monthlv attempts to be witty at tbe expense of the editor of 
the Davenport Gazett/!, who recently spoke out against monthly written ex-
aminations. The Monthly's ab'ortive smartness is broadly insulting to a true 
friend of public schools, and a gentleman of culture and refinement. 
Prin. J. R. Bowman, of Davenport, will do institute work in Clinton county; 
ne~t summer. He has a happy way of doing first-class work. 
The teachers of the Davenport public schools closed the spring term in a 
creditable manner: They gave Mr. David Gould, for fourteen years a member 
of the Davenport school board, a handsome ebony, gold-headed cane. That 
is the proper spirit. 
Lippincott's Magazim for April contains 'an article entitled "The English 
Workingman . and Commercial Crises," which was written by "Octav~ 
Thanet" of Davenport. "Octave Thanet" is the nom de plume of Miss Alice 
French . 
The Gate City fears that the poorer classes will soon find it burdensOlne to 
procure school books for their children, owing to the extra cost of books which 
the present high price of paper will .occasion. ' 
The Keosauqua Rep ublican says: "THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY regales il~ ' 
readers each week with about seventy-five lines of Virgil's .iEneid translated 
inlo English in the original verse. The new translation is accurate and ex-
hibits considerable skill. ' Every teacher should read this grand old epic, and 
the fact that he is not a Latin scholar arglles no excuse, since there are ' so 
many excellent transfations. " 
Rev·. C. H. Kellogg, Supt. Henry Sabin, and Prof. T . Palmer have been' 
invited, to act as judges at the Iowa City Inter High School contest. Pres. 
Pickard will be (he Referee. 
The leg;slature passed a law which provides for the publication and distri-
butio. of the school laws. 
MICHIGAN.-Pres. Angell has signifie,l hi, acceptance of the mission to 
China'tendered him by the President. If confirmed by the Senate he will be 
accompanied by John H. Swift, of California, and W. H. Trescott, of South 
Carolina. 
The A~tomatic or self-folding seilt contin\l.es to win fresh laurels. Holland 
City seats their new building entire; the Chicago high school takes the 
seat; Ionia h 1$ called for an addi tional supply; and Worcester, Mass., has 
ordered 400 m~re. Tbe seat deserves success _on its own merits, and all tlie 
more because one of Michigan'S royal men, 1. L . Stone, Hattie Creek, is act-
ing as agent. , 
Prof Calvin Thomas, State University, has been adding to his previous good 
graces, by taking untobimself a wife-Miss Jennie Sutton, only daughter of 
John B. Sutton, of L1peer. Brother Thomas has the-right hand of fellowship 
from the WEEKLY, and a thousand prayet's for his future weal, from Michigan 
teachers,Jhat his power to teach Greek roots mly be doubled. 
Saginaw City has en~olled up to M~rch 19, 1,616 pupils-a g"in over last 
year. 
The State Board 01 Education has awarded to E. B. Smith & Co., Defroit, 
the contract for furnishing books ' to township and disirict libraries. 
The graduating class of Jackson high school numbers 20, the largest in the 
history of -the school. The ' high .school has itumbered 150 for the winter 
tena. 
East Saginaw is agitating the idea of building another $20,0'00 school house. 
Prof. P. A. Latta, of Allegan, Conducts, an I,nstitute at Sherman, Wexford 
county', beginning April 19, 1880. Rev. G . S. Hicks.will act as 10cal·Com-
mittee. 
SUpt Sanford, L?nsing, mikes his teach~r" m'!~ting some hing more than 
a sinecure. The following is the as~nment of duties for April, viz: "Eti-
quette-should not social decorum be taught in our schools, and to what ex-
tent?" assigned t~ Prof. Knight; the uses and advantages of blackboards in 
the class room, to develop the most thought, by Mi~ Kate B. ' ~bck; a class 
exercise ill primary reading; by Amelia Woodford. Supt. Sanford is on the 
right track, and is worthy to be fo'llowed. 
PrJf. Wm. H. Payne lectured on " Teachina" at Hollester school house 
in Green Oak.on Fridity evening; March 26. .. 
The_ Board of Regents adjourned on the 25th ,of March to meet A.~ril Ij; 
'-
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at ~hich time Counsel for the University Chancery Case will be chosen, and 
plans and estimates for the enlargement of the laboratory and dental college 
submitted. Disbursements from Oct. 7 to March 20, $129,I64.72-leaving a 
balance on hand of $22,550. Estimated receipt> for balance of year, $75,' 
800, which will leave a balance at close of year of $ 20,000. ' 
At the last meeting of the Regents of the University Dr. T. B. Wilson was 
appointed professor of the theory an~ practice of medicine in the homceopathic 
college as the successor of Dr. Gatchell, whose resignation was accepted, and 
liIr. A. R. Wheeler was appointed resident physician and surgeon of the 
homceopathic hospital. A claim was presented on behalf of Prof. Watson, for 
interest on advances and expenses incurred, in the way of improvements at his 
p'ersonal expense, amounting to over $700. He asked that the sum of $350 
be paid him and that he be enrolled among the list of donors to the University 
to the amount of $400. J. C. Wood was appointed assistant to Prof. Wilson 
of the homceopathlc college. R. F . Sanford was appointod chief engineer of 
the steam-heating and water works at a salary of $ 1,000 a year. The faculty 
of the -literary department were instructed to present at the June meeting a 
schedule of work of the different departments. An appropriation "f $3,050 
was made for the observatory. This is for the purpose of purchasing three 
instru~ents, a transi~, an equatorial, and a chronometer. These instruments 
were formerIy loaned from the government by Prof. Watson, but when he 
went away they were returned, and the government declines again to loan 
them. It therefore becomes necessary to purchase them in order to properly 
equip the observatory for the work of instruction and observation. 
INDIANA.-An "Art an Educational Column" is conducted by Prof. L. S. 
Thompson in the Lafayette Leader. 
bHIO.-One of the classes in tbe Washington bigh scbool was to have given 
an entertainment on the night of the 2d of April, on American Literature. 
, This, we believe, is a new feature in literature and ought to be productive of 
more good than the average school exhibition, at least. ' 
A-lucky Ohio man, and we don't have any other kind now, bY ,the name of 
Lucky; who is at present superintending the Pittsburg schools, has just had 
'" one of the newly erected buildings named for him. 
Both Chillicothe and Salem are about to erect new school buildings, as 
their accommodations are not sufficient for the present school population. 
As' the time for nominating the state ticket approaches, candidates for 
School Commissioner are coming to' the top. Besides the present incumbent, 
Hon. J. J . Burns, who certainly merits another term for pis excell~nt work in 
the past; we have heard Col. D. F. DeWolf, who for thirty years has stood in 
the front ranks of Ohio teachers, prominently spoken of' for the position. 
Supt. J. F . Lukens, of Lebanon, Supt. E . E, Spalding; of Gallipohs, Prof. 
John Ogden, of Worthington, and Supt. J. M, Goodspeed, of Athens, also 
have their followers, and a ,great many teachers would gladly vote for all of 
them. 
The Mt. Gilead paper says, "Supt. T. J. Mitchell is doing a noble work for 
the public schools of our city, and we belie,ve he enjoys in the hIghest degree 
the confidence and esteem of his teachers and patrons." 
Mr. Vest, teacher of the grammar department In the public schools of 
Worthington, says that he has not had a 'case of tardiness during term just 
closed. The per cent of attendance has however been rather low. Children , 
will st ,y out half a day rather than have a tardy mark. Does such a policy 
pay? ' . , 
The Ohio Central Normal School has just closed a very 'successful winter 
term. 'The prospects for the spring term' are quite favorable. 
Mr. R; H . Hodges, class of '79, O. C, N. S" is principal of the Clinton 
(Ky.) Seminary. ' 
The Summer Institute of the Ohio Central Normal School, Worthington, 
;0., wi,ll commence June 28, and continue four 'weeks, closing 'rith graduat-
, ing exercises and Alu~ni Institute July 23, 1880. In addition to the regu-
lar recitations and reviews in the corjJ.mon and higher branches, ,the usual 
. course of lectu~es from the State Board and others will be g1ven covering the 
, entire list of subjects usually presente~ at county institutes, and many othet:S 
adapted' to graded , and higher schools, viz.: I. A Course in Physics and 
Chemistry; 2. An~tomy and Physiology; 3. Mensuration and Drawing; 4· 
Botany and Zoology; and 5. Primary, Instruction. ' Tuition $1.00 per week. 
Board very cheap. Spring term begins April 5., Fall term Sept. 7, 1880. 
Also, the Summer ~ession of the N. W. Branch of this school will com-
mence , ;,\ug. ' 2, continuing . four weeks at West Unity, Williams county"O., 
unde.r the principalshlp of Supt. E. P. E,wers, assisted by the Bo~d and Fac-
ulty of the Ohio Central Normal School. Both sessions are expected to be 
especially interesting. 
WlSCONSIN,-Messrs. Doerflinger & Co" of Milwaukee, and Doerflinger 
and Schmitt, of the same place, hav,c formed a stock company under the nam«; 
of Doerflinger Book and Publishing Company, 461 East Water Street. 
The thirty-fir. t annual report of the Department of 'P)lblic Instruction, ' for 
the school year ending August 31st, 1879, by Hon. William C. Whitford,:State 
Superintendent, has just made its appearance. 
Educational ,progress is . no~ed .in the various .9,epartments of the Superin. , 
tendent's work. The fund of the State University has increased 'during the 
year $57,085.83. 
The State :Journal contains a summary of the Report from which we take 
the following: 
The number of regular districts 'reported is 4,34.1, an increase of 65; the 
joint districts are estimated to be 1,227, an increase of 142;' the whole number 
of districts, not 'including independent chies, is 5,568, a net increase of 20). 
Of the counties in the state, 18 report the same number of districts ali last 
year, 28 show gains, and r6 losses. There are 27 independent cities; the 
whole number of schoolrooms therein is 71S-a gain of 32, and of teachers 
required, 769-a gain of 66. ' 
The whole number of children over 4 and under' 20 years of age is reROrt- ' 
ed at 483,453, an increase of 4,761 over the previous year; the increase: in 
the countieS has been 2,665, and in the cities 2,096, Thirty-six counties show • 
gains in their school populatio~, the leading gains being in Barron, Burnett,':' 
Clark, Door, Dunn, Eau Claire, Fond du Lac, Jackson, Juneau, Marathon, 
Marquette, Portage, Oconto, Marinette. St. Croix, Trempealeau, \yalworth" 
Waupaca, and Wood ; twenty-seven show losses, the principal depreciation 
b~ing in Columbia, Dane (2d district), Dodge, Grant, Iowa, Kenosha, Mani. 
towoc, Ozaukee, Racine, Rock, Sheboygan,' Washington, and Winnebago. 
Nineteen cities report a~ increase, the chIef among them being Appleton; 
,Fond du Lac, La Crosse, Milwaukee, Oshkosh, Racine, and Sheboygan; 
eight cities show a decrease-Berlin, Columbus, Ft. Howard, Janesville, . 
Kenosha, Neenah. Prairie- du Chien, and Watertown. Thenumber of child-
ren of school age in those districts' maintaining legal 'school five or lix months 
is estimated at 481,369, a gain over the 'lear before of 4,394-the gain in the 
counties bJ!i~ 2,298, and in the cities 2,096. There are '2,084 children-an ~ 
addition of 367-living ill districts not maintaining legal school five months. ' 
Thirty-four counties 'maintained schools during the legal period .in alllJleir 
districts. . . 
The number between four and twenty ye~rs of age, who have attended the 
public schools, is 289,354; under four years of age,' 403' ; and over ' twenty, 
years, '1,530, in all, 293,286. The loss this year is 4,216, which is, confined 
entirely to the counties, as the independent cities return a gain of 1,364. ' The 
pupils who have attended only private schools, &ro' reported, were 25,847, an 
increase of 315. Of these, 10,647 resided in the counties, and i5,2oo:in the 
cities,-making 1,041 gained in the former, and 726 lost in the latter"the in-
creased attendance upon public school& accounting for the latter 'decrease 
There was an increase of 128 inmates of charitable and: reformatory schools'. 
Of the children of school age, 66 I -20 per cent attended, the past year, the 
schools of the state; not only the public and private schools are' here includ'-
ed, but the benevolent and reformatory, the academic, the normal, and the 
collegiate institutions. The loss in tl!-e attendance of tliese children, as 'com-
pared with that of fast 'year, is fully one per cent. ,The number' under twenty 
years of age enrolled during the year in all the schoolS, except the pubhc, has 
evidently increased in a slight degree. The attendance' upon the public ' 
schools has decreased about two per ~nt. In 1878, the counties ,returned an 
attendance upon the public schools of 64.8 per cent ef their school population, 
and upon the private schools of 2.7 per cent. In 18Z9, they returned' an -at-
tendance upon tlie former schools of 63 6 per cent, and upon the latter s~hoo1s 
of 2.7 per cent, The loss in bpth kinds of schoolS in the counties is 1',2 per 
cent. In the citie. the lOiS is 2,3 per"cent, The Sup:rintendent attributes 
the decrease to the unwillingn ess of parenti to send away fro~ home their . 
children under ~even y~~r. of age, to be instruc!~d, also by finan'cial embar-
rassments which compel parents to employ chltdre~' over twelveupoh ' thm 
farms and in factories. I II the public schools of the_ independant cities the' 
percentage of children enrolled was 79 per cent, an i ncrease of 6 per cent.' 
Seven cities obtained a standud of 90 per cent or over"::":A:pi>leto.n, . F~. How, 
ard, Neenah, Menasha, O.hkosh, Beloit~ Columb,us, ~a 1.a Cro~e. , ' 
, (To b. 'coDclud~ D~xt week.]' 
• > 
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; FREE HIGH SCHOOhS IN MINNESOTA. It should be known that the board has no funds for the ye¥ 
IN a recent number of the WEEKLY, an extract from the Western 1880. X. Y. Z. · Journal of Education was published, which reflects on the 
High School Board of Minnesota. Upon ' investigation we find 
that the facts are as follows: ' 
FIrst, The conditions of participation in the benefits of the 
, high school act are so low that any re.spectable common school 
can demand assistance. There are hundreds of common schools 
in the state ·that can, under the high school act, claim aid. 
Second, The schools must be aided in the order of their ap-
plicati"n for aid, so that as many as tliIee or more schools in a 
county may receive assistance consecutively, before a school in a 
county that has received no benefit can be considered. There 
a,e> several counties that have three schools of this kind. The 
law gi\l'es the Board no d,scretion in the matter of determining 
which schools shall be aided first. This restriction prevents the 
Boaid from assisting the most worthy schools, and compels it to 
a,id many that must inevitably be dropped under an amended form 
of the law. I 
Third, No pecuniary conditions are attached to the law grant-
ing aid to high schools. . 
. In Wisconsin, the hIgh school law gives from the general fund 
olthe state an amount equal to one-half the amount expended 
for instruction, over and above the sum required by law fo be 
" expended for common school purposes j but the aid so granted 
shall not exceed $500. In Minnesota, the sum paid to each high 
/-., school, so-called, is 1$400, and no pecuniary conditions of self 
help are required. If the school desiring aid is found at work 
when visited by the exemining Board. that is enough. 
Fourth, The standard of qualifications for admission to tl:ese 
/ 'schools is very low. It is merely necessary that the students de-
siring admission pass an examination in the branches required by 
law for a third grade certificate. The admission of such students 
defeats the object of the high schools aided, viz.: to fit classes 
. for the University j for it is impossible in two years to prepare 
• candidates for even the sub-freshman class. 
. Fifth, The Wisconsin Ia,w requires tha,t at lellljt 25 pupils. shall ~ 
be ~eady to cominence high .school studies in a ,school desirin·g 
aid under the law. In Mit)nesota if there be but on~ pupil, aid 
,can be demande~, yet the law requires a high school to admit 
pupjls from any part. of the state without tUition. 
This clause is unjust, as it may require a school to admit 100 
stl'atig~~s to the exclusion of. as many of its own pupils. This 
, fea~ure of the law has i~ several instances prevente~ schools from 
taklOg the proffered aId, because they would have to incur ex-
penses that would exceed $400. / 
Sixth, ':fhe High School Board is a needless and expensive body. 
Of the $20, 000 belonging to the high school fund, 14 per cent 
has been 'Used during the year"to pay the salary and expenses Qf / 
the secretary. 
The work could as well be done by the State Superintendent, 
as it is now done in Wisconsin· and Maine. -
It is or. aCCQunt of the abbve mentioned defects in the law, 
that ,the State Educational Association did not endorse it at ·the 
fast meeting of that body j and an examination of the workings 
of the law will make it clear that the High School Board is justi-
I fied in the' course taken, until such t,ime as the law shall b~ 
amended. In the recent circular of the Board, i~ says: "The higH 
school board has decided that it is compelled tn suspend all op-
, eration~, tha~ will require either further outlays of money, or en-· 
, . courage· hopes in any quarter, that may have to be disappointed." 
; The .Board still keeps up its organizatiop, and does what it can 
- to encourage sehools already aided to continue on their present 
b~is, until the law can be amended, lmd an appropriation be 
secured next winter. ' 
THE HOME. 
BUDDHA AND THE HI!{DOO MOTHER. 
When they came unto the river's side, 
A woman-dove-eyed, young, with tearful face 
And lifted hands-saluted, bending low: 
"Lord, thou art he," she said, "who y,esterday 
Had pity on me in the fig grove here, 
Where I lived lone and reared my child; but he, 
Straying amid the blossoms, found a snake, 
Which twined about his wrist, while he did laugh 
And tense the quick-forked tongue and opened mouth 
Uf that cold playmate. But alas! ere long 
He turned so pale and still, I could not think 
Why he should cease to play, and let my breast 
Fall from his lips, And one said, 'He is sick 
Of poison;' and another, 'He will die,' , 
But I, who could not lose my precious boy, 
Prayed of them physic which might bring tbe light 
Back to his eyes; it was so very small, 
That kiss-mark of the serpent, and I think 
It could not hate him, gracious as he was, 
Nor hurt him in his sport. And some one said, 
'There is a holy man upon the hill-
Lo! now he-passeth in his yellow robe":'" 
Ask of the Rishi if there be a cure 
For that which ails thy son.' Whereon I came 
Trembling to thee, whose brow is like a God's, 
And' wept and drew the face-cloth from my babe, 
Praying thee tell what simples may be good, 
A.nd thou, great sir! didst spurn me not, but gazed 
With gentle eyes and touch with patient hand, 
Then draw the face-cloth back,saying to me, 
'Yea, little sister, there' is that might heal 
Thee first, and him, if thou couldst fetch the thing; " 
For they who seek physicians bring to them 
What is ordained. Therefore, I pray thee, find 
Black mustard-seed, a tola; only mark 
Thou take it not from any hand or house 
Where father, mtlther, child, or slave hath died; 
It shall be well if thou canst End such seed.' 
Thus didst thou speak, my lord !" 
The master smiled 
Exc~eding tenderly. "Yea! I spake thus, 
Dear Kisagotami ! But didst thou find 
The seed?" 
"I went, Lord, clasping to my breast 
The babe grown colder, a;king at each hut-
, Her" in the jungle and toward the town-
'I pray you give me mustard of ydur grace, 
A tola, black'; and each who had if gav~, 
For all tht. poor are piteous to the poor; 
But when I asked, 'In my frienq's household here 
Hath any peradventure ever died-
Husband, D,r wife, or child, or slave?" they said, 
'0 sister! what is this you ask? the dead 
Are very many, and the living few!' 
So with saQ thanks I gave the mustard back, 
And prayed of others; but the others said, 
'Here is the seed, but we have lost our slave !' 
'Here is. the seed, but our good man is dead !' 
'Here is some seed, but he that sowed it died 
Between the rain-time and the harvesting !' 
Therefore, I left my ,child-who would IIOt suck 
Nor smile-beneath the wild vines by the stream, 
To seek thy face and kiss thy feet, and pray 
Where I might find this seed and find no death, 
If now., indeed, my baby be not dead, 
As I do fear, and as they said to me." 
!'My sister, thou hast found," the- master said, 
"Searching for wh~t none finds-that bitter balm 
I had to give thee. He that lovedst slept 
Dead on t~y bosom yesterdiy ; to-day _ 
Thou know'st the whole wide'world weeps with thy woe: 
The grief which all hearts share grow~ less for one. 
Lo I I would pour my blood if , it could sfay 
_ Thr, tears and win the secret of that curse 
Wlilch makes sweet love our anguish and which drives 
O'er flowers and pastures to the sacri6ce-
As these dumb beasts 'are driven, men their lords, 
I seek that secret: bury thou thy child!" 
-Edwin Arnold in tile "Lig/ztof A.s(a." 
, -
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FREE.DON OF THE FAMILY. 
PRES. JOHN BASCOM, University of Wisconsin. 
I-N the evil and disorder prevalent in the world the divine gov-ernment yields a great deal, and seems to yield it in behalf 
of a good order that shall be voluntary-in behalf, therefore, of 
freedom. Freedom as making for virtue, and virtue as making 
. for freedom, seell) to be the controlling 'idea of the moral 
universe, and to be pursued at great cost. Individual life and 
social life have the same goal, large powers freely and wisely, 
wisely and freely used. -
There are the foreshadowings of this freedom: far down among 
living things. Each shrub and tree has its bias, and must have 
some liberty in fulfilling it, if there is to be any vigor or any 
beauty. The plant is resistful to pressure and persistent in its ' 
, own tendenci'es. Even the vine, depep.dent as -it is, must adopt 
its supports. When fresh constraint has been put upon it, it 
hangs for a time disheveled from the trellis, distressed and re-
sentful. .-
There are in men and womert, there are in children, original 
tendencies ingrained in their personality which we 'can never es-
c,ape. The family which is to combine them harmoniously and 
pleasur~bly must have freedom, air for individual breathing, 
spaces for individual' growth, impulses and opportunities . for 
pU,rely personal consumption. An imperious will that goes push-
ing forth in all directions before the absorbing purposes of a full-
grown man cannot do otherwise than break i~ on the growth of 
the family and deal ruthlessly with its unfolding life. Such a 
will is 'like the shadow .and absorbent powers of a great tree, that 
dwarfs all things under it. Nothing can escape stultification 
without escaping beyond its circle of influence. When the mas-
culine life of the household is of this independent, exacting char-
acter, there remains but one hope, and that the dangerous hope 
of distraction and diversion; the hope that this one life ofactiv-
ity may be lifted so high \lP and so far away from the under-
- growth of the home as to leave it a little light and freedom. 
When a strong money-making purpose, or any other purpose 
in the parent, sends suckers into every part of the life of the 
househGld it devotes that life at once to sterility. It is a great 
pity to see a s~ngle overweening life, even though in the main a 
well directed one, feed on its own off-spring, and struggle spirit-
ually against that very wealth of existence to which all things 
about it are ready to ?tinister. 
But there ' is another exaction as much to be regretted as that 
of imparious will . It is that of . indefatigable affection. 'Of all 
tyrants love is liable to be fhe most tyrannical, and to commit 
its tyrannies in the sacred name of duty. Love is the vine that 
strangles ,the tree by putting its straining coils around every 
branch of it, and overstepping its buds in every direction by its 
own. A motherly love that pries its way' through and through 
the life of the child; that has criticism for everything and coun-
sels for all ~ccasioris; that .anticipates all difficulties like an 
omu'iscient providence (yet as Providence ne~er does); that tugs 
away at time always by the forelock; that encircles the activity 
of the cl1ild as the water the boat which it keeps dancing all the 
day to its own moods-such a love may be the very honey of our 
being spoiled by fermentation. 'We forget that love is, sometimes 
very selfish; tha,t it partakes strop.g~y of the general moral tone, 
and IS often the eager Clambering of' our own , w·ishes over the 
, wishes of another. . 
T~is tyranny of lo~ is the more unendurable because it is 10 
difficult of rejection, and when struggled against brings so many 
wounded feelings and such a sense of injury and guilt. A fami-
ly smothered by love is a child overlaid by its mother. Unrea-
sonable anxieties, excessive watchfulness, minute provision, 
constant suggestion in matters of pleasure and taste, by one 
forgetful that pleasure and taste are always more or less restive 
and eccentric, bring irritation and alienation, in spite of the love 
from which they spring, The best of garment~ th_~t fits, a little 
too tightly chafes and worri~s us boyond endurance, and we lay' 
it off with satisfaction. 
This trespass on the freedom of the household should be .care': 
.fully avoided by us, because it weakens the force of those fe,. 
moral resfraims which must be decisive, and the very framework 
of order and strength. . Multiplied restraints hide the true limits 
of authority and make it distasteful throughout. Tyranny always -. 
shows . itself in little things. Important interests by their very 
importance sustain counsel and justify .command; little things 
by their very littleness turn counsel into an,noyance and commandl 
into dictation. The very val~e we attach to good government 
and wise guidance should make us fearful of eating out the good-
will that must underlie them by multiplicity of petty interfer- . 
ences. 
The same caution ought also to fall naturally to us from a real 
respect for the native t!!ndencies even of children, from a dis-
trust of the u'liversal value of our own methJd:i, and from .fear ,. 
and anx iety in approaching and correcting a real ingrained fault 
of character. The ready ~uggC.;tlO . l Jisjusc.; a dccisive tyranny 
in our own minds of our own idea", and a very unfortunate ina-
bility to understand a like tyranny in other minds of other ten-
tendencies. It thus seems very easy ' and just to us that others '. 
should yield to our ways, and very surprising that they should 
resent intrusion with the shock of an irritated torpedo. We fa,il 
to see the very simple fact that it should, from the nature of the' 
case,be easier to withhold counsel to another's affairs than for tnar . 
person to waive his ow,n feelings and follow it . . The entire pro- ' 
cess of forming character, of gradually ~hapitig well-ordered and , ., 
independent opinions, of g~ving the~ body in action, and of 
moulding action into manners, is one of such delicacy and per- . 
sonal, private life that all. that is of tqe nature of interfereni:e 
must be held aloof from it. The opinion _ and example CDf the 
parent have pre-eminent significance and power in this process, 
and for that reason aU the more 'ought the life of the child to be 
allowed 'to commen~e early in th:: act of separation, to take.' in 
its C:wn nourishment and commence its owa functions. A pr-o-
found respect for the personality of each Qne, giving us 'timidity" ' 
and pause in om dealings with it, inclining us to calculate care-
fully the range of the forces we have t·) handle and the good that-
is in them, is our first protection against thaf clumsy haste with 
. whlch we strive to set all things right in' a;mecha:nic,al way~ by-
our owa power, and substitute ol!rsel'ves for the rest of God's 
world. 
If the p:uent can t1}inister to the child C?n terms of freedom,! 
there are no limits to his ministratlOn; if he .ministers only on, 
terms of authority or inJrusion, there comes a violent and .fatal 
division, by which the one life, in mere. self· protection,' breaks 
from the 'other, and becomes antagonistic to it. No on'! dm af-
ford· to retain a friend on terms of real constraint. 
The joy and beauty of the household, its permanent and per-
vasive organic life, must dep:!nd on tliis condiHO:l of freed:om"by , 
wl1ich every mem\;)e~ is allowed, and , increasi.Jlgly~How,ed, .the ~ '-.' 
sa~re~ rights of personality 'and their exercise, wi,thout ehafin~ 
or dlSturbance. I 
" 
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It is a matter of so~e interest that a child should not mistake 
in s~condary things; but a matter of not one-~enth t,he interest 
, that it is that he should learn himself to correct his mistakes, and 
to shape his life freely and independently under thl! lives of oth-
ers. Everywhere we are possessed by an overweening confidence ' 
in the details of Ollr own ways, and dare not trust the human 
miild _~ith the liberty God gives it, that it ~iIl have, and that it 
is oniy the more sure to abuse if it be wre~ted by revolution. 
The child should drop from the fostering care of the parent as 
kindly as the mature seed from the open seed vessel.-N. Y. In-
ti~pend~nf. 
THE TEMPERATURE OF,LIVING ROOMS.* 
PROF. R. C. KEDZIE, Michigan State Agricultural College. 
THE temperature of the air 'in a room in which a person is en-gaged in sedentary occupation is intimately associated with 
health. The temperature of the blood fluctuates between 98° 
and 100° in health; if the vital heat varies much in either direc-
tion, disease and death are close at hand. While the bodily 
temperature is nearly uniform, that of the air is fluctuating, and 
the di'fference in temperature between the body and the air must 
_ be supplied by oxidation and tissue changes within the body, or 
supplied from external sources. The tissue changes are secured 
most rapidly when a: person is taking~xerclse, and such person 
- will not require so high: a temperature as one sitting still. 
Warmth must be 'obtained as the first demand of nature, and 
without it the mind becomes torpid and will ,refuse to do more 
than to cO,mplain. . 
. . The young have less capacity to resist cold than adults, and 
hence . require a warmer atmosphere whep. keeping still. The 
f~eling of discomfort is our viOette of danger, and a wise general 
will not disregard his warning shot. The hardening process, 
whil e giving an appearance of health, does not insure long life; 
the red cheeks of the children of the poor often pale in death 
from acute disease, while the less vigorous but better guarded 
children of the rich live on. The doctrine of "the survival of 
the fittest" breaks down in · ignominious failure, if this red-
-cheeked robustness i~ ~o be taken as the type ' of "the fittc;:st.·' 
,Prize-fighters and athletes die near the' nermal noon of life, while 
, the man of delicate frame often lives to his appointed three-score 
and ten. . Do not ·suppose i underrate vigorous health ; it is the 
' greatest of 'physical blessings, and without it, all other ·blessings 
beco.me useless toys. But the rude and boisterous energy which 
I 
is often accepted as the highest type of health is far from being 
its best c;xponent. In their extreme forms, coddling and harden: 
ing are alIke to be avoided. 
What is the best temperature for ~iving-rooms ,? Writers on 
hygiene differ: DeCpaumont says 50° to 6I~; Morin gives 59° 
as the maximum for school-rooms; Ficker places it at 64° ; 
Varentraph at' 65~0 ; and Lincoln of Boston says that "school-
children ~an be made comfortable at 66°." He're IS a difference 
. of 7° between Morin's "maximum" and Lincoln'.s "comforta-
ble_" , 
In 1873 I ma<;le a c!,-reful examination of the ·physical condi-
'tlons, including temperature, of 41 , schoo~-rooms in this state, 
and during the session of the school; the average temperature at 
_ desk-Ie~el was 66,92°; at ' floor level', 61.80°. The range of 
-'-, t-e~perature at desk · le~el was 63° to 73°'; at floor-level, 42° ·to 
:- 71-~. We find an ' average difference of more than 5° betweeu 
, & '.Abstrac( o~ a paper ~ Detore Ihe Slat<; Teachen' ~sociation, Dec. 3~, 1879 •. 
~ t. 
' the average temperature at desk~lev:el and floor-level; if we com-
pared the temperature at the floor and six feet above the floor; we 
should find greater ,difference. If Morin's maximum (59) was: . 
taken at the usual height above the floor, the temperature at the 
floor where the children live would be 5 t o. Can a child with or-
dinary clothing be in such comfort at this temperature as to in-
sure 'the mental activity desirable in .schools ? 
Americans demand a higher ~emperature than that adviseaJ>y 
European ,writers on hygi~ne. kpart of this difference may be 
explained by difference in methods of warming. They aim to 
warm the person by radiant heat without warming the air sur-
rounding him; we try to warm the person by warming the air 
around him. I was walking along Washington avenue last sum-
mer, when a merchant, sunning himself before his ,store, hailed 
. me : "Doctor, from what source do we derive our heat?" "Ul-
'timately from the sun." "Then what warms me now is heat de-
rived from the sun." " Yes." " How can that be; when the 
heat coming from the s'un must pass for millions of miles through 
space colder than anything we ever find on earth? ~hy is not 
the sun's heat used up in warming space, and lost long before it 
reaches the earth?" "Because space is transparent to heat, and 
arrests none of the heat ray~ any more than those of light, and it 
is only when radiant heat is arrested that it beeomes capable of 
manifesting chan'gesof tempeFature. A le,ns of ice may bring the-, 
heat rays passing through it to a focus and melt gold ~ yet the ice 
is not warmed in the least, because it is transparent to heat and 
does not arr~st it. In like manner rjldiant heat may warm a per: 
son without warming the air around .him to any great degree." 
~n Europe house-warming is mainly by rad iant heat,--:-by the 
blazing grate full of glowing coal or peat in Great Britain, or oy 
the huge porcelain stove in France and Germany. In this C0un-
try we only had the blazing open fire, but this has given place to 
"that sullen gnome, the air-tight stove," and this is now fast 
giving place to the hot-air furnace, or hot-air secured by steam-
coi1s. It is obvious that when we warm a person by heating the 
air, we must have that air hotter' than when we send the heat · 
through the air by radiation from some higr.ly heated surface. 
In a room heated by hot 'air, I find I must have a temperature at 
,least ten degrees hotter than that advised by European writers, 
and cannot sit in comfort in such a room when the usual room 
thermometer marks less tbat 70°. 
We h~ve -almost banished luminant heat from our homes. The 
light of our fires is hidderi under a bushel-like stove, or buried 
in some scant furnace-pit in the cellar, apd not placed in the 
scriptural position, where "they which come in may see the light." 
We need to study nature's plan of warming, 'which is by associated 
heat and light. We do not often get the start of nature in our 
methods, and when we do,. we usually find ourselves going in the 
wrong direction. , "Walk in the light" is sound theology and 
good hygiene. We do not secure in our living-rooms enough as-
sociation of -heat and light, which we find in nature's plan, as 
seen in the sol~r ray. The marriage of heat and light gives health 
as their offspring. What God hath joined together in nature's 
plan, let not man put asunder in warming his home . 
PRESERVE YOUR DICTIONAR Y. 
Buy 'one of our Dictionary Holders for two dollal's and keep your Diction-
ar-y from being ruined: 
If already rumed, send it to us by express, and we will put · what is left of 
it into good, sound condition for three or four dollars, and send you a Holder 
t'o keep it in for two dollars more, paying express charges on the Holder, if 
not too far. 
m we will sendyou antw Dictionary, latest ( [88Q) edition w ith thl! Ho!d~r , 
(or only elevt:n dollars. , . 
, But by all means have the Holder. It will pay to have one for every Dic-
tionary, at home or at school; Address S. R . . Wmchell & Cq., Chicag? 
, 
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"[liE LENEID OF "VIRGIL. 
Translated by GEORGE HOWLAND, Chicago. 
"Where to alight m long line, or surveying the ground they have chosen. 
"How in their safety they sport, now cleavmg the air with swift pinion, 
"Circling about in the sky, and expressmg their pleasure in singing! 
"So in like manner your ships, and their crews of your youthful compan. 
ions, 
400 "Either are now in the harbor, or entering, under full canvas. 
"Go now and whither the way may lead you, lurn thither thy footsteps." 
Thus she addressed him;and turning, her 'neck shed a rosy effulgence; 
And her ambrosial locks exhaled from her head divine odors, 
Down to her feet descended the folds of her long flowing garment, 
40S- And her whole movement and hearing disclosed to his ' eyes the true 
goddess. 
Then r~cogni zing his mother ~e fullowed her footsteps exclaiming: 
"Why do you too. cruel one, mock your son by this semblance so often? 
"Why am) 110t then permitted to-clasp the right hand of my mother, 
"Truly to hear and to answer, wilhout this attempt at deception? 
410 Thus he breaks forth ill complaint. and continues his course to the city. 
But on the way the fair goddess enveloped their forms in dense vapor, 
And the thick vail of a cloud she wrapped as a mantie around them. 
So that no one might touch :or even be able to see them, 
Causing them any delay. by inquiring their reason for comir.g ; 
4 15 She through the air went to Paphos, delighted her seat to revisit, 
Where to her honor a temple is reared, and a hundred high altars ' 
.smoke with Sabrean frankincense, all fragrant with wreaths of 1resh flow· 
ers. 
Meanwhile they hasten their course where the way they had taken 
directed, 
And Were ascending a hill that high overlooks the whole city, . 
420 Whence, in full view, they look down on the temples and struclures be, 
low them. 
Wonderful seem the vast works where so recently stood only hovels, 
Wonderful too seem the ,gates, and the streets, and the loud din of husiness. 
Eagerly press un the :ryrians all; the high walls some extending, 
Building a citadel some, and raising the huge blocks of marble; . 
Some of them laying out squares, and tracing their b0unds' by a furrow, 
Uhoosing the places for justice and law and the reverend senate; 
Here they are· dredging the harbor, and here again others are laying 
Deep ·the foundations for the';.ter; ; o.her; prepare lufty columns, 
Cutting them out of the rock, for the drama's future adornment. 
430 As ill the early summer the bees through the flowery meadows 
435 
During the warm sunny hout;. unwearidly ply their vocation, 
"When 'they lead forth from the hive the grown up youth of the nation, 
Or when they store the sweet honey, distending the cells with sweet nectar, 
When they receive the burdens t)f those who arrive, or assembling, 
Drive out the drones, an indolent herd, from the hives' busy p~ecincts; 
All are aglow with the'work; midst the fragrance of t,hyme·scented honey. 
"0 truly fortunate they. for whom these walls are now rising!" 
Murmurs ,Aeneas, and gazes aloft at the towers of the city. 
Ever enveloped in cloud, strange to say, through the midst he advance~, 
Mingling with men everywite~e, and everywhere passing unnoticed. 
There was a grove, with its pleasant shade, in the midst of the city, 
Where the' distressed Carthaginians, tossed by the wave., and the whirl, 
wind, 
Landing, first dug up an image, the head of a spirited charger, 
Which royal Juno had shown them; for thus she had taught that the 
nation, • 
445 Famous in war should b~come, with an easy control through the ages. 
Here the Sidonian Dido was building a temple to Juno, 
Stately, and blessed with the presence and rich wi~h th.e gifts of the god-
de;s; 
Rising to this were steps, and gatew~ys of brass, and the crossbeams 
Cased too in brass, and the doo-s oil their creaking hinges were brazen. 
450 Here in this grove first occurred an event to stm their forebodings; 
Here for the fir. t time Aeneas presumed to have hopes of their safety, 
Resting in confident trust of a favoring change in his fortunes; 
For while surveying each scene beneath the higjl arch of the temple, 
Waiting the queen, in wonder what fortune is over the city, 
455 Viewing with criti~al eye the works and the skill of the artists, 
There in their order he sees all the Trojan wars, and their battles, 
Which have already, he finds, throughout the whole world become !amous, 
Priam, the two sons of Atreus, and cruel to' both, fierce Achilles. 
Stopping, mO'led even to tears, "What place," sail! he, "is there, 
Achates, ' . 
460 "In the whole earth what region not filled with the fame of our labors ? 
"See noble Priam! here, too, reward is accorded true merit; 
"Tears ever fI'lw for misfortunes; and suffering wakens compassion . . 
"Banish your fear, for ,this fame will in some way conduce to your 
'safety." . ~ 
Thus he then speaks, and feast. his sad soul pn the mere empty picture, 
465 While uncontrolled the great tears flow fast down the face of the hero; 
For he beheld, as round Troy they engaged in their varying contests, 
Howat this point fled the Greeks, while the Trojan youth were pursuing; . , 
There fled the Trojans, pursued in his car by the crested Achilles; , 
Not far a,way he perceives the snow· white tent of kingRhesus, 
470 Weeping afresh at the sight; for the very first night of his cominll, 
THE NORMAL QUESTION BOOK-PRICE $1.50. 
A FEW POINTS WORTH REMEMBERING. 
I. 71u Normal Question Book was prepsred by an experienced teacher" 
2 . The questions were selected from the 'examination papers prepared for 
the examination of teachers in the several states. The answers were hunted 
up from the best authorities on the several branches. 
3· Its appendix is alone' worth more than ·the price of the book, to any 
teacher. ' 
4. It is a valuable book not only for teachers but for everybody. Please 
read the following notice-for proof of this statement: , 
"Having become possessor of a copy of The Normal Questiol: Boo~, I am 
pleased with the same. All ' who examine the work seem delighted with it, 
even perso'.ls who are not teaching and do llQt intend to teach." 
5· It is a work of great assistance to teacher; in preparing questions for re-
'views. Thous~nds of .teachc!S are now using this boo.k with wonderful suc-
cess in their schools. Many have adopted it as a text·book. Many county. 
superintendents use it in the'ir institutes in preparing teachers for eXllmination, 
, and the results accomplished by its use are truly wonderful. . 
6. It is valuable to the scholar, stu~ent or pupil, in suggesting the b!!St plans 
of study and in bringing' bilt the leading ana fundamental principles of each' 
branch of study,. . ' , , 
7. It is 'of practical- value to ,every family, business and professional ma •. 
No library is complete without it. It is so nicely bound' that it is an ornament 
to any parlor table.- You could not prese~t your friend with a more accep.ta: ' 
ble gift. . , 
8. That titis book has been long needed is evide ced by the fact t"uit nearly 
two thous~nd copies were sold before it was published. . 
9. It sends all other "question books'" to the shade. Those who have, 
b<;>ught other question b.oo.~s haye iai~ t!J..em aside and are now u~in" the Nor-. 
mal. It is as far. ahead .of all other book~ of the .kind as the railroad is ahead 
of the stage· coach. 
10. it does nof confltct with any text-book in use in the schools, but can be 
used advantageously in connection with the text-books on any subject. 
II. It is highly endorsed by the best ,teachers and educators' of 'the country. 
There is but one opinion as to.its merits and value ... 
12. Agents are reaping a rich harv.est with..it~ There is more money in, it· to 
active agents than in any other publication of like character. 
Copies can be sold .to ever.ybody. Orders promptly filliid by 
. '5. R. WINCHELL &: Co. 
Educational Pilblishers and Agents, Chicago, Ill. 
/.. 
, THE SCHOOLS OF THE NEXT DECADE • . 
It is certain that in one or two radical particulars the schools, ten' years 
hence, will not be the scliools,of to-day. There will be change of the sub'. 
jects of study and change in the order of stu,dleJl: 'The teaChers ~iil be sub· • 
jected to closer examinations. , In addition to the subjects.iIi the hands oT the' 
general examiner, the Boards of the more ,populous 'districts will ::demand a 
knowledge of the English hingilage and' tM m'ethod of. usmg, it, far b~yond 
what the average teacher is now prepareQ to meet. They will also insist upC?n 
a tolerably fair ac,quamtance ·with the; science . of gov:ernme~t, the historf of 
parties, moral and mental philosophy; the more respe''ctable literature' of the 
day ~tld century, etc. ; etc.":'Literary Not~s. . ' ' 
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R~tan Price-List of SCllOOl Supplies. 
THE EDUOATIONAL PUROHASING A GENOY, 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
A.ny arlicf~ used by Schools or Teaclzers supplied at (Ize lowes( market price. 
Maps. 
Guyol's Primary Series,. Physical ~nd Political, 10 in set, with key. ' 
Portfolio .... _ ....... .. ......... .. .. .... ........ .. ......... .. .... ..... .... .. ...... . . $15 00 
Gnyol's Common School Series, with key. On rollers, in neat wooden 
ease, 10 inset ........ .. ........... .... .... ..... ........... ....... .. ... ... ... .. ... ... 2000 
Guyot's Intermediate Series, 8 Maps, key, very larj;{" and fi n", per,et .. 30 00 
GUYOI'S Large Series with key. Over 300 sq. fl. of surface:. P"r set .... 60 00 
Any map from the last two series sold separately 
GUYOI'S Classical Series. Size ef each 6x8 it .... .. .. .. ....... ...... ...... .... 3500 
No. r-Roman Empire ........... .. ...... .. .................. .. ........ .. ...... 15 00 
.e 2-Ancient Gt-eece, including A-hens ... .......... .................. .. 15 00 
.. 3-Ilalia. with map of Ancient Rome ................ ...... ........... 1500 
Camp's New Outline Maps, portFolio .. ................. .. ......... . ... .. ........ 25·00 
. ".. on rollers .. .. ........ .. .. .. ............. .. ........... 3000 
Call!p's Small Series, portfolio .. .. ......................... .... ... .. ............. 1500 
" " " II on rollers...... ............. .. .. ........ .. .. . .. .... .. 20 00 
Montieth's School Maps c, small ......... .. . ........ .. . . ...... ........ . 13 50 
M.ontieth's School Maps II large ... ........... .. .... . ......... . .. . .. . .. 8000 
J,.hnston's School Maps, Small ..... , ................................... .. ........ 1350 
J hnston's School Maps, Large ........ .. ... .... .. ...... .. ...... .................. 3000 
John' ton's Complete set in neat Lock case . . • . . • . . • il3 00 
:forllston'~ Common School set in neat Lbck case.. • • .•. 15 00 
J "hnston's Italia Antiqua. • • • . . • • ~ • • . • Ii ~O 
J _Ilnslu!.'s Grecia Antiqua. • . • • . • • • .... • . . • 5 00 
Johmt"n's Asia Minor. • • • . ' " . ' . • • • • • . ......... • 5 00 
Karle's (i'.rmbined Maps and Blackboard . 
Full Grand Set 7 Maps........ ........ ...................... ........... • • 45 00 
Half .. .. 3 Maps ......................................................... 19 00 
Full Common School Set 6 Maps.............................................. 24 00 
' Hll,lf" .. " 3 Maps ........................... .. ............ , 1200 
State Maps in all sfyles and sizes, .......... .. ....................... 2:; cents to 700 
Wall Map" of Palestine ................................................. :.$2 50 to 1500 
Reference Books. 
. . ,Webster's Dictionary Unabridged.; ........................................... . . . 
" National Pictorial Dictionary .... ; ....... , ......................... . 
Lippincott's Gazetteer, Leather ............. ................................... .. . 
II Biographical Dictionary, Leather ...... ...................... .. 
Chambers' Encyclopsedia, leather, 10 vols .................................. .. 
' Hayden' Dictionary of Dates, Half Russia ................................... . 
Mitchell" Grand Atlas of the World .... .. .... .. ........................... .. .. . 
Mathematical. 
1200 
500 
10 00 
[50u 
2500 
1100 
1000 
Object Teaching Forms and Solids.................. ................ ........... 3 20 
Numeral Frame, 144 Bal1s ............................................... :......... 1 50 
« "100" ••••••••• • •••••••• ••••• • •••• ••••• •••• •••••• • •• •• •••• ••• •• -1 25 
~ .. '. Extra Large to Order .................•............ '4 00 to 1200 
Geometrical Forms, Large for Lecture Rooms.......... ........ .......... .... 4 00 
, " •• and Arithmetical Solids.................. ...... ......... S 00 
Cnbe Root Blbc:ks, for 3 Places ...... ,............................................. 1 10 
r ~", ., "2 " ••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .75 
$lxty four one inch Cubes......................................................... S!)o 
Disse,c:ted Cone, in Colored Sections .................. ...................... : ... , 275 
,, _ II Smaller, n'ot Colored..................................... .. .. 2 '26 
BI.ake's Patent Crayon Compass...... ......... .................. .......... ......... 30 
12 inch Rulers, Beveled Edge with Measurement ................. per doz., 50 
Price', Arithmetical t'hart for Rapidity in Combining Numbers ......... 25 00 
Baade's Arithmetical Charts .................................................. .. .. 25 00 
Bf'all*",lI. 
Per dOl 
Andrewa' Dustless ........... ......................................... ................ 1 80 
Novelty ·Listing ................................ . ..... .. .. .......... .. .. . ............. :. 1 ·60 
- Postal .................. ... . .. ............................... ..................... ......... 1 25 
Magic ....................... . ................. . .. .. ... ..... . ....... . ................ ..... £ 60 
. Russian Hair ................................................ .. ....................... ,. 1 80 
'. Cliicaeo Eruer ............................ , .... .. .... ... .. .... .... ...... ..... ........... 2 ISO 
MisceUaneo'UB. . 
~. . d Ink , Wells .................. .. ....... ' ............ .. ............. .... .... . .. :per oz., 
Horse Shoe Magnets .. .. .............. , .. , ............ .... .... 25, 50, 75 cts. to 
, Painting Rods, PJain,40 25, per doz. , 'z 50,. with Measure . .. ............ . 
•• Colored, €tayons, per grOSli .......................................... .. . .. .. .. " .. . 
Slate Wasners ................. .... . .. ......... ....... ... ... ............. .. ... 15 and 
' • . Webb's ;School and Family Cards, in Box, (with Picture Lessons) .... .. 
.. Picture Lessons, separate ...... : ......... ..... .. ................. ....... 
' Cill Bel1s, Silvered .... .. ............................. .. ........... from.l 50 to 
Brass Hand Bel1s ........ ~ .... ~ ........ ; ......... : ........ ......... ....... . 25 cts to 
, Andrews' "Book. Rest . .. , .. .• ;: ..................... .. ...... .. .. . . . .... . . ; .... ... . .. .. 
, ' Thermwneters, Fahrenheit Scale, best: .. , ........................... 50 Cis. to 
300 
200 
80 
135 
25 
ROO 
125 
325 
300 
100 
809 
Magnifier, Adjustable. .. .. ... .... ..... .. ....... .. .. .. ........ .. ..................... 1 50· 
"Chase's Dollar MicrosOlfl" ........... ............. .................. ........... 1 00 
"Microgrolph" for examini... Small Insects, etc., with 100 Photo· 
, --- 150 ' graphs on Glass . .• •...•••••••••••••••••• .••••.•... 0 ••• • •••• 0.0 •• • ••• 0 ••••• 0 •••••••• 
Estell's Program Clocks ..... ; ...... : .......... .... ..... : .. SI4 00, $18 00 and 25 1)0 
Good 8 Day School Clocka. .............................. .. ............ $6 00 to 10 00 
Steel CompOsition Bells .................................................. $7 00 " 300 ()() 
BeJl Metal Bel1s ........................ .......................... Lowest Current Rates. 
Gong Bells, 3 to 15 inches ......................... ........... .. : ........ $ .75 to 1000 
Map Easel or Tripod............................ ........ .................. .. ....... 1 50 
Aids to School Discipline, per Set, entirely new in 15 col?rs........ ... 1 2!i 
School Records and Blanks adapted to every State; pnces sent on appll· 
cation. 
Andrews' Slate Drawing Book ......................... .. 15 cts. ; per doz. 120 
M,'A li$ter's Household Microscope......... .. ... ... .. .. ......................... 500 
Lancaster School Mottoes, 30 in set.................... .. ....................... 110 
H obarl's" .. 20" ........................ .. .. .. ...... ......... 1 00 
Golden .. " 6" illuminAted Letters, finest pub· 
lished........... .. ......... ............................... ... ......................... 100 
GymnastIc Apparatus . • 
Dumb Bells, Polished Walnut, per pair ....... .... ................. : .......... '75 
Hand.Rings," " .. ................................. . .. .. 75 
Clubs, .. " .......... ..... .. ....................... 1 75 
Ie Large" .. ,. .. ...... ..... ............... $3-00 to 7 UU 
BookClamps(Holbrook's Patent)............................ .. ................. . 50 
Teachers' Registers .............. .. .... .. ................. .. .............. 50 Cis. to 1 75 
Ink, 3 gallons, $5 50; 5 gals. $8 00; 10 gals. $14.50. 
Pure Alcohol Liquid Slating for Blackboards. 
Black, Pints ........... .. .... .. ....... $1 25\ Green, Pints ....................... $ 1 50
0 
.. Quarts ................... .. .. .. 225 .. Quarts..................... 8 I 
.e Halt.Gallons. : ...... : ...... 425 .. Half·Gallons ............ 5 50 
,. Gallons ........................ 8 00 I .. Gallons .................... 10 00 
81ated Cloth and Paper, from 3 to .. feet in width, and of any lengthdesired. 
Paper, Black or Green, per square yard........................................ 100 
Cloth.. .. H .. .. ...................................... __ .. 1 50 
Portable Blackboards. 
Slated Cloth or Paper, Mounted on Rollen, with Hooks and Rings for hanging up. 
Sizes, Cloth, Paper. Sizes, Cloth, PSP5 2 X 2 feet ................... $ So........... 60 13 X 7 feet. ................. $4 70 ........... $ 1 
3 X 3 " ................... 2 00 .......... -I 35 4 x 4" • . ........ 3 60.. . 2
8
,40 
3 x 4 .. .. ................. 2 70.......... I 80 4 X 5 feet; ................. 4 50........... 00 
3 X 5 c .................... 3 37 Ji ...... 2 2514 x 6 " ........ · ......... . 5 40 .......... ! 60 
3 x 6 " ................... 4 05........ 2 70 4 x 7 " .................. 6 30........... 20 
Any size made to order, per square foot........................... 22......... 15 
Music Lines extra ......... .. ................................................. ........ 1 00 , . 
Blackboards of ;Wood, with Ash or W.lnut Frame. 
:J X 3 feet ..................... .. S3 50 j 3Ji x 5~ feet .......... ........... $ 9 50 
2~ x 3}1" .... .. ...... :: ........... 5 ~S 4 x 6 ,e ..................... 1200 
3 X 4~ ............... .. ........ 7 00 Music Lines, extra .... .. .. ' ...... : 100. 
Blackboa1'd Slating Brushes. 
2 and 3 inches wide, per inch .. .. ......... ...................................... .. 
4 " 5 " ,,', ...... . ................. . ............... .. ......... .. 
6 ., 7 ,. .," •.... . .... •...•.. • ~ •.. .... .......•......•. ••.•...•... 
8 9 and 10" .." ....... .. ................. .... .... .. ................ . 
'Veneer BI .. ckboard 3 x 3 feet, finished complete, $z 25 ; 3 x 3}i 
Veneer Blac;kboard, per linear ft. 3 ft. wide, .75; 3Ji ft. wide .90. 
Slated both sides, 3 x 3 ft . $3.00; 3 X 3~ ft. $3.50' 
Penmanship. 
Spencerian MUlual of Penmanship ....... .. ................ , ... ............. . 
.. , Charts 47 charts on rollers. • • . 
PaYion, Dunton & Scribner's Writing Tablets. • 
.. ., .. Manual of Pens'p . 
. . Orayons. 
Glo~e, in paper holies, 80 crayons, per hox ' . ' ••••••••• 
CTtalil, per gross. . • • . . • . • • • • • 
Patent Dustless (Steatite) per gross. • • • • 
Alpha Dustless. • • • • • . . . • • • ••. 
Send for Ci'I'culars of 
Andrews' Patent Pencil· Holding Noiseless Slates. 
Andrews' Noiseless Kindergarten Slates . 
Andrews' Double Reversible Noiseless Blatet. 
Bank and Office Furniture. 
Victor Noiseless Slates. 
Andrew.' Kindergaten Material. 
Kane's Hinged ~eD" Slates. 
80 
40 
50 
60 
250 
17& . 
li'()() 
450 
126 
'80 
~ 
100 
100 
S. R. WINCHELL & CO., . 
Educat£onal Publishers and Agents. 
-f\.ny article adve'rtised in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY may be ordered 
of t~~ publishers of the paper, and thus perfect secunty paranteed in the 
purchase. If there is any' fraud anywhere it will then be de~ected before the 
money is parted with. 
I 
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IT WILL 
PAY 
SOHOOL TEAOHERS 
TO WBAR OUR 
CODON SENSE BOOTS 
Being especially adapted to 
all who stand or walk. much .. 
SPECIAL PRICES TO TEACHERS, 
0, E. W/SWALL & 00" 
86 STATE STREET. 
DeaJ,ers in all the best styles 0/ 
Boots and Sh_o_ell_, __ _ _____ _ 
A FRESH · BOOK 
Hailed with Delight in Educational 
Circles, 
A NEW !RITHMETIC 
CONTAINING 
Shorf, Simple, 
Practical and Scientific 
METHODS OF CALCULATION. 
A 'New Method of com~utat1on fQr every topic 0 
Arithmetlc, admitting of an Easy Analysis, and which is 
.horter, more simple, better and easier understood, and will 
soon supercede the methods now in use. 
1 he 'work contains 194 pages, 12 mo. and will be sent 
on receipt of 
. Price In Clotb, 81.00; In Paper, 75 Ct • . 
Descriptive circulars and recommendations sent on 
application. 
Address, J. F. LANING, 
NBW LoNDON, 0., Author and Publisher 
STANDARD WORKS 
FOR TEAOHERS. 
The School Bulletin, monthly. per year, SI.("O . 
S 000 Regents' Questiom. complete with Keys, 
Alden's First Prmciple~of PoHtica1 Economy, 
Bardeen"s Common-school Law, -
U Roderick Hume, 
DeGraWs School·room Guide, 
" u Chorus, 
(I u Song Budget, 
, Beebe's First Steps Among Figure., 
Hoose's Studies in Articulation, 
. .. Methods of Teaching, 
Bulletin Class Record 
Bulletin Speller; and Composition-book, each, 
Well's System of Penmanship, with Guide, 
Complete Catalogue, 400 titles, to any address, 
2.00 
·15 
.50 
1.25 
"SO 
·35 
.15 
' ,00 
·50 
1.00 
.25 
·'5 
1.00 
' . . '6 
DAVIS, BARDEEN & CO., Pu~ l ishers, 
Syracuse, N . Y. 
LEE & SHEI?ARD, 
41 Franklin St., Boston. 
THE WORKS OF VIRGIL, Translated into English 
_ Prose, with an Es5ay (65 pages ) on the English translator.; 
of Virgil, by John ConinglOn, late Professor of LatiD in 
the University of Oxford. Cloth. Price $2.00. 
Every clasSical scholar knows the v;(ue of Professor 
CODington's Prose Translation of Virgil, and both teachers 
and students will be glad to learn that it can now be had at 
a moderate price. Sold by all booksellers, and seDt by mail, 
post paid on receipt of price. Catalogues mailed free. 
Stutterers" SPeakers, Singers ! . 
THE VOICE 
Gives cures of STUTrBRING and STAMMBRING, exposes 
ttsccret' · systems and treats of 
SINGING AND ELOCUTION. 
published monthly. It will be sent duriDg ,880 with Dr. 
Cohen's book "The Throat and Tlu Voice" (price 50 cts .) 
(o'r 0". Dollar, siDgle copy, 10 ceDts. Address 
. . EDGAR S. WERNER, 
ALBANY! N. Y. 
'C~+~:N~ 
,---RAIL WAY I 
------'" 
T:B:E 
Chzcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 
I OWA COLLEGE, Gri""ell, Iowa. For catalor.e, etc. , address the PresideDt, Gllo.F.MAGOuN, D .D . Lchy 
CHANDLER SCIENTIFIC DEPT. of Dartmouth College. Liberal EducatioD OD a scieDtific basis. Address Prof. E. R. RUGGLIIS, HaDover', N . H . ope 
I LLINOIS INDUSTRIAL UNIVERSITY, Cham· paigD, Ill. , J . M. Gregory LL. D., RegeDt. Coll!'Je 
of Agriculture, College of EDgiDeers, College of Nat· 
u,alSc,eDces, College of literature aDd Arts. Fall term 
begins Sept. n, 1877. rtf] 
Is the 'OLDEST I BEST CONSTRUCTED I BEST 
EQUIPPED I and hence the S 
T MAR 1-' S SCHO'()L, Knoxvill., llIi"ois • .A ll<W-d • • 
iDg SchOOl for Girls. First-class throughout; a safe 
. Christian home, with the best advaDtages of education. . 
R efel ence is made to ~atrons 1n nearly every city in the 
West. rtf] c. W. L,!PPINGWIlL,L, D.D •• Rectot · Leading Railway of the West 
, and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 MILES OF ROAD, 
and forms the followiDg Trunk UDes : 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line," 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, Dubuque & La Crosse Line' 
"Chicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," , 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line 
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," ' 
"Chicago, Milwaukee &.Lake Superior Line," 
"Chicago, Green Bay & Lake Superior Line." 
-ITS-
Council BluWs, Denver and Cali· 
fornia Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and ali points ID 
IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING. COLOR· 
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA OREGON 
CHINA,JAPANa.ndAUSTRALIA. Its ' , 
St. Paul and Minneapolis Line 
Is Ihe Best Line between CHICAGO' and all . points iD 
NORTHWESTERN WISCONSIN aDd MINNESOTA 
and for MADISON,ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS DU: 
LUTH, and ali points in the Great Northwest. Its ' 
La Crosse and Minnesota Line 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE 
,' INONA, ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKA:TO' . 
"T. PETER, NEW UL>1,and all points in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. Its 
Green Bay and Marquette Line 
Is the Only LiDe between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC,N~ENAHi MEN 
ASHA, OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and Ihe LAKE SUPERIOR 
COUNTRY· It>. , 
Freeport and D!lbuque Line 
Is the Onl)' Route botweeD CHICAGO and ELGIN 
ROCKFORD, FREEPORT, and ali points via Freeport: 
Its 
Chicago and Milwauk.ee Lilfe 
Is the old Lake Shore Route belween CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND PARK, WAUKEGAN RACINE KEN· 
OSHA and MILWAUKEE./, and the 'Best Route t~ SHE· 
BOYGAN, HANITWOC, ",REEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullman Hotel 
'Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars or 
aI!y other form of Hote l Cars THROUGK between Chic:.go 
and thG Missouri River. All Ticket AgeDts can sell you 
Through Tickets by thIS Route. 
It is the Only Road runDlOg Pullman Sleeping Cars either 
way between Chicago and 8t. Paul, or any point north of 
Chicago. 
New York, Office, 415 Broadway. Boston Office, 5 State 
Street. Omaha Office, 1324 Farnam Street. San Francisco 
Office,2 New MODtgomery Street. Chicago'Ticket Offices 
_62 Clark Street, under Sherman House; 1S Canal, cor. Mad: 
ison Street; 59 State, cor. Randolph Street; Pillmer House' 
Grand Pacific Hotel;- ~inzieStreet DeRQt,cor. West K(nzi~ 
aDd Canal Stree .. ; Wells Street Depot, cor. WeUs aDd Kin. 
zie Streets. ~ .' . . 
For information, folders, maps. etc., not obtainable at 
Home Ticket Office. address any agent' of the Coml'.-any, or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H . STENNETT, 
GeD'1 Manager, Chicago. Gen'I Pass . Ag't, Chicago. 
~~~I~~~!~op~e~a~hE2~o~u~c~er. School.) Fire Au.rms,.Farmo, etc. FULL I WARRANtrED. CatalQ&.1!e Rent Free. ' VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O. 
S YRA CUSE UNIVERSITY, at SYIacuse, N. Y. The . UDiversity has DOW the' followiDg departmeDts iD OJ>-
eratioD: Collere of Li6eral Arts-E. O. HaveD, B.. 
D., LL. D., ChaDcellor. M.dical Coller_F. Hyde, H.D •• 
DeaD Coller. 0/ Fi"e Arts-G. F. Comfort, A. M., Dean. 
For A",,_ls aDd other informatioD, apply 10 E. 9. H ... • 
VBN, Chancellor. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN1 of State Norinal University. Special atteDtioD is paid to fittiDg YOWII men for College. For years its gradua!es have eDtel'-
ed Harvard, and other finot-c1ass colleges, without cODditions. 
The EDglish course presents rare opportunities to young meD 
prepariDg for bUlliDess, or young ladies desiriDg_ a tIioro",h " .. 
course ofstudy. For further informatioD address E. J . James, 
Ph. D ., Nomial, Ill. ,. 
OHIO CEN1RAL NORMAL, and KintUrgan", Trai"i"l[ School. Reorganized with full faculty. Three full courses, one, two, and three years respect-
Ively. Incorporated under State Board of Trustees. This 
i< Ihe only Normal School iD the State having a distil)cl 
Professional Course of Study aDd Practice combined with 
the IDC- 5t thorough academic instinction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, PriD., 
. , Worthington O. 
LLINO/~ STATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY, ,fOI 1 the special preparatioD of teachers. The full course 01 
study requires three years. TuitioD fr,. to those who 
pledge themselves 10 teach 10 the state; to others, '30 pq 
year. H~h School Depart",e"t offers the !?eft advantai'" 
for prepanDg for college or for business. TUltiOD, '30 per 
year. Grammar School Depart,"",t furnIShes exCel1ent 
facilities for obtainiDg a good, practlcal educatioD. TUition, 
'lOS per year. Prima,." Depart",,,,t, a charming place fl>r' 
the "little folks ." Term begins March 8,1880, For particu. • 
lars address EdwlO C. Hewett, President,Normal, Dr. If . 
Summer School oti Elocntion.·,,' 
lly S. · S. H,AMILL, A. ~ •• 
Will opeD June loth, 1880, at il0 West, Monroe S~I. 
Chicago, III. 
720 lessons, lwo per day, $80 
...,-Ten Lessonsln ElocutioD and how to te~ch them seDt 
free to all. 
' EDWARD DE ANGUERA'S 
OONSERVATORY OF MUSIO, 
249 Park Ave. 
OEl::I:OAGO, - :I:L:E.I. , 
, , , 
Teachers of acknowleilged ability in their .ev~ral depart-' 
menlS have been secured in the following branches; , 
Piano, Organ. Violin. Violoncello. Comet, Guitar. Zirbec, 
Flute and Piccolo, Vocal Culture, Harmony, Counterpoint, 
Fuge, Composition, Thorough·bacs, Reading at Sigiit; ano 
all other branches of Music: .... 0 ElocutioD. French, 
German, ItalLll and Spanish. ~ " 
Full information concerning the institu\!on and its manage 
ment can be obtaiDed by mquirlng at W. W. Kimball'. 
Mw;ic Warerooms, Cor. State and Adams Streets, and at-lhe 
Conservatory. 
lISE! BINDER. 
\ 
Subscribers wishing 10 keep the .. copies of The Weekly' ID 
good CODditIOD, aDd have them at hand' for reference, should 
use a binder. We can seDd by mail, postage paid, a: stroDI, '. 
plain biDder for"JO cents, or a handsome ODe, half leather Jor. ' 
'1.10. These bmd'ers have been made 'expressly for The ' 
Weekiy, and are of the best maDufacture. The papers caD 
be placed iD the binder week by week, thUll 'keepiDg the file 
complete. Address ,~ 
S. R .. WINCHELL a:co., ~qco. 
REWARDS OFM~RIT. 'l'eachUs'pricelistfree. SaI!Iples . 
fOrIoc.(silvero~.tamps)F. E.Ad~ ·HIU~. If GLOBES 3,5,6,~o,12,1~~and3?ID.dlam. BeDt , 
, for catalog\jf. n . B. NIDll &: Co., Troy BOO K S 
New York. " ~w-dp 
for' sale e)leap. &Olea SO.;aOl IIIl4 e.x-
~d, H.~. ~utt,.Palmy~.lG'. 
I 
- I 
.' 
An Open Letter. 
NEW YORK, March 27 . . 1880. 
MESSRS. D. ApPLETON & CO.: 
Gentlemen ;-You have honored our 
ho..use by des~ribing it in your advertise-
ment as one of "a combination formed to 
oppose the adopt~(:m ()f.~"'p'p~~on's boo~s." 
. This is so entirely inc'orrect that we -beg 
to assure you, that to the best of our knowr 
edge and belief, no such combination ex-
ists, or if it does we are not a party to it. 
A few firms have agreed among them-
selves' to make an effort to reform certairi 
abuses in the.book.agency system by lim· 
,iting the powers and expense of agents,-
the direct effect of which reform, if suc-
cessful, will be a reduction in the cost of 
books to the public. These abuses are il-
lustrated, we regret to say. in the methods 
which your own agents are now pursuing, 
-methQds which, while apparently liberal, 
are c~'r ~in to react uP9n the public in high 
prices,i{~&{t~r. . '. .' ',' \ _ :'l"o r ' 
. We have asked you to agree with us to 
stop tliis, but while you frankly admit it to 
be wrong. and demoralizing, you have de-
clined or failed to do so. It is therefore 
. " 
yourselves who are the aggressors; and if 
any special attention seems to be devoted 
to the prevention of your.work, it 'is sim-
ply because the other houses, not in con-
cert .but individually, find thernselves 
obliged to act vigorously in self-defense. 
We tmst you will yet see these things 
more .dearly, but beg in the meantime. to 
protest . respec~fully against any bid .for 
public sympathy on the ground of persecu~ 
- tion by your fello~-tradesmen. Such a 
complaint sounds sf rangely enough· from 
your· dignified and powerful house, and in 
justice to yourselves, if Iro1: to us', we submit 
. that yt1u should withdraw it. 
Very tmly yours, 
A. S. BARNES & CO. 
GINN &-HEATE'S NEW BOOKS. 
Messrs. Ginn & Heath announce ,a long list of 
new publication's ·soon to i, sue from the press . . In 
Greek there is the Prom~thms 0.1 Auchy Ius, edited 
by P.rof F. D. Allen; the Philipp;cs of D~mosth~­
nts, by Prof. Frank B. Tarbell; the H~lIenic Om· 
lions 0.1 D~;nosthents, (Symmories, M¢galopolitans, 
Rhodians) by Dr. Isaac Flagg; Sdectionsjrom Pin· 
. dar 'tlre Btuolio POe/s,and th~Gr~~/i Hymns,contain- ' 
..-; ing ~ix Odes of Pindar, four Idylls of Theocritus, a 
Hymn of Callimichus, the Hymn o£o<;:leanthes·, and 
one ofthe l!omeric Hymns,by Prof. T . D. Seymour; 
the First TlIr~~ Bo.oks of Hpmno's Iliad, by Prof. 
1':. E. Anderson; Sidgwick's First Gr~~k Writ~r, 
" adapted to ' Goodwin's 'Greek Grammar, by John 
, Williams Wliite, Ph. D.; a new edition of L~igh­
. ' ton's Greek L~ssons, with references to Hadley'S 
Greek Grammar as well as to Goodwin's new 
• Greek Grammar. _ 
In Latin, a revised edition of Allen's Latin Com-
position, ~e Agricola 0.1 Tacitus, and the Gumania 
OJ .Tadtus, all by Prot. ~. F. Allen; the ' L~tt~rs 
- , 
T 
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oflth~ Young~r Pliny;edited by Tracy Peck, Pro-
fessor of Latin in Cornell UniverSity; De Natura __ 
Selections from th~ Less Known Latin Poets __ A 
New arid Complete Virgi~: and a Classical Atlas, 
containing 23 colored maps. 
In German, A German Grammar for' Schools 
and Collegts, by Professors William C60k and E. 
S. Sheldon, of Harvard College. This is an an-
nouncement of considerable interest to teacbers of 
German, as it is intended that this new Grammar 
shall be simple enough for boys and girls who have 
never studied any other language than their ->wn, 
and at t he same time to call attention to kindred 
usages in French and the Classical Languages. 
Other announcements are Empirical Psychologv, 
or the Human Mmd as given in C?nsciousness, by 
Laurens P. Hickok, revised by'Julius H. Seelye; 
7he Complet~ W01'ks of Willianl Shakesp~are, . in 
20 volumes, duodecimo, two plays in each volume, 
with Life of the P.oet and two sets of notes,-ex-
planatory and critical-by Henry N. Hudson, also 
revised and enlarged editions of ' several of Shakes 
·peare's Plays; Elements of Natural Philosophy, 
for common and high schools, by Prof. A. E . Dol· 
bear ; several new volumes of the Guides .lor Sci. 
e,~ce Teach'ing,' H ill an.d Wentworth's Arith11letics/ 
Geo1lldryfor B eginners/ Wentw01·th's Elementary 
A lgebra __ Part II. of E lementary L essons in Eng-
Hslt-How to Tell the Parts of Speech, which will 
be an introduction to Whitney's E ssentia!s 0.1 E,tg. 
lislt G1'a11l1Jlar; The National School Iljmtn and 
Tune B ook; and a large addition to their list of 
wall maps. 
Teachers will find' in the publications of this 
·house the very best ~orks by the best authors. 
THE GOLD FIELDS. 
INCREASED EXCITEMENT. 
During the year and a half last passed there has 
probably been but few. if any, families in the East 
that more or less of its members have not caught, 
to a certain extent, the gold fever as the startling 
reports in quick succession of new and rich discov-
eries have been heralded by the press throughout 
the country, and .other marvelous stories told by 
those who have made the venture when writing 
home to their friends from Leadville and vicinity, 
and from the different mining camps in New Mexi-
co and Arizona, of fortunes having been made in 
an hour, as if by magic. It is now safe to predict 
that the influx of people 1.nto Colorado, New, Mexi-
co; and Anzol!3 during the coming spring and 
summer, will be, to' say thE! least; enormous, and as 
evidence of this fact,so many ,at:e now going that 
the Chicago; Burlingttin &- Quinc" R. R ., the fa-
vorite route, in order to accommodate this travel, 
has beim running Three !f krouglt. Express Trains 
Daily, with Through Cars, between Chicago, 
Council Bluffs, Omaha, St. Joseph, Atchison, To-
peka and Kansas City, thus early in the season are 
compelled to put on, in order to accommodate the 
immense throng, a Fast Train with Through Cars 
be~ween Chicago and Kansas City, leavini Chicago 
at 12:30, noon, making the run in 20 hours, making 
in all four Through Express Trains Daily, a greater 
number.of trains ~han is run by any other line west 
from Chicago. This is the popular and celebrated 
Dining Car Lin~. 
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